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Two candidates bumped off election card
By MARY ELLEN JONES
TWO CANDIDATES IN THE
presidential/vice presidential election have been disqualified by
the DSU election committee but
Jamie MacMullin and Sandra
Bell have vowed to fight the
decision right up to election day.
The election committee
disqualified MacMullin, who is
running for 1986-87 DSU
president and Bell, running for
vice-president, because it said
some of their campaign workers
were in a conflict of interest and it
"raised serious doubts about

whether the campaign was being
conducted above reproach," said
Maurice Chaisson, the election's
returning officer.
Chaisson says the election is a
farce. "(It) is slowly turning·into
a circus," he said.
MacMullin and Bell say they
have done nothing wrong.
"We feel the (committee's)
allegations are not true and that's
why we have taken it this far,"
said MacMullin.
Both sides in the dispute
brought their lawyers to the
closed meeting on Monday that
heard the allegations.

The election committee said
MacMullin's team had campaign
workers that were closely
connected to this year's DSU, that
they started campaigning before
nominations closed and that they
used an orientation meeting for
campiagn purposes.
The only allegation that stood
was the first.
"We felt we didn't have
conclusive evidence to force their
resignation," said Chaisson, "so
we offered them a compromise."
The committee wanted
MacMullin and Bell to announce
at the next election forum that

Lori Maclean, DSU science rep,
Craig Cummings, orientation
chair, and Pamela MacMullin,
incoming DSU nursing rep had
resigned from their campaign
team, and to circulate a press
release announcing the
resignations.
But MacMullin and Bell did
not make the announcement at
the forum. They said they were
not bound by the committee's
request because it was given to
them verbally, while all the other
compromises were presented to
them in writing.
The team's lawyer, Tim Hill,

p---------------------

former DSU president, said his
clients felt it was wrong for the
committee to name Maclean and
Cummings. "The elections
committee says that because you
are an elected member of council
you shouldn't participate in the
election. The opposite should be
true. People who are elected have
the experience," said Hill
MacMullin and Bell :~re
appealing the election committee's decision this week. "We
believe we have been running a
clean and honest election, and we
will continue to do our best to run
a clean election," said
MacMullin.

D.A.G.S. wants out.
By TOBY SANGER
RELATIONS BETWEEN THE
Dalhousie Association of Graduate Students and the Student
Union have become increasingly
strained since DAGS presented a
preliminary proposal for
autonomy.
At Sunday's council meeting,
the first she has attended this
term, DAGS rep Linda Richards
called for steps leading to legal
autonomy, a graduate seat on
Senate and authority for DAGS to
collect student services fees from
graduate students.
Richards also asked for prompt
removal of the DSU representative from the DAGS board of
management. The current DSL
rep., Student Union president
Catherine Blewett, says, "It's a
legitimate suggestion... but we
have to have a DSU rep there in
order to fulfill our contract. '
Blewett says autonomy can be a
good thing, "but I'm not convinced DAGS will be able to
translate autonomy into effective
representation.''
DAGS president Sandra Mooibroek says she believes graduate
students will support the proposals. "In the whole history of
DAGS they've always gone for
more autonomy. We're not guessing too much to say it would be
supported."
She says DAGS reps have
missed many council meetings
because "90 per cent of what is
discussed is irrelevant to DAGS
members. The graduate students'
voice is drowned within DSU
meetings."
"They aren't even there to open
their mouths," says DSU treasurer Neil Ferguson. "They can
hardly claim that their voices are
drowned."
DSU general manager Andrew
Beckett says, "It's fair to criticize
the system if you've tried to use it
and failed but they've never come
~ to us and tried to make use of the
resources the DSlJ has."
Under their plan, DAGS would
col l ect the approx1mately

$118,000 in student services fees
from graduate students and pay
back the DSU users' fees for
selected services. After compulsory fees are deducted, this would
leave DAGS with $47,300, $21,400
more than they receive under
their present contract with the
DSU.
DAGS would have to seek an
amendment to provincial law
and to Dalhousie's charter to enable them to collect graduate students' fees, says Ferguson.
Currently, the DSU is the only
organization legally entitled to
collect these fees.
Ferguson says DSU executives
are not opposed to autonomy for
groups within the student union.
"They are propagating this idea
that we are adversaries on the
question of autonomy. That is
not true."
"They haven't presented us
with a well-thought-out proposal," says Ferguson. "DAGS has
done nothing to show that
they've acted responsibly on
this."
Mooibroek says the proposal
was not detailed. "We'd rather
discuss the issues with them and
work out the figures in a spirit of
cooperation."
Ferguson says the spirit of
cooperation is "beside the point.
They haven't even informed their
membership. It's hard to have a
spirit of negotiation if they
haven't told their membership
what they want to negotiate. This
just shows their irresponsibility."
''I'm not against the discussion," says Beckett. "I think the
discussion is healthy. I'd be more
than happy to sit down and run
through the finances."
Blewett says the proposed move
would be divisive and would
lessen the credibility of organized
students on campus, but Mooibroek calls the process of acquiring autonomy cohesive.
"We see it more as strengthening ... as a growth in the student
movement at Dalhousie. I would
see the student voice as increased
rather than decreased through
autonomy," says Mooibroek.

While Maurice Chaisson, chief returning officer, chairs a Board of Governors and Senate election forum in Sherriff Hall, one
candidate warns the masses "you need student representatives with experience to acutuate a continuum~ Photo by Todd K.
Miller, Dal Photo.

$900,000 work study is "ridiculous"
VANCOUVER (CUP) - The
Canadian Union of Public
Employees is fighting back
against time management recommendations for three Canadian
universities by a California efficiency company.
In a 53-page report released last
month, CUPE researcher Donald
Gutstein charges Beverly Hillsbased Ritchie and Associates with
disrupting efficiency instead of
enhancing it, while devastating
worker morale.
Gutstein says Ritchie studied
the Universities of British
Columbia and Victoria for the
B.C. provincial government
"because po !-secondary education is not a priority for the Bennett government. The devastation on campuses is part of a
plan devised by (former) universities minister Pat McGeer to make
universities smaller and academically tougher in the future."
The firm approached several
universities after securing the

UBC contract, but was turned
down by all except UVic and Dalhousie in Halifax.
The CUPE report details"
examples of filthy buildings that
were well-cleaned before the
study, erratic campus mail service, payroll foulups, and general
chaos in departments in which
the firm has implemented productivity schedules.
"The employer loses because
the hundreds of thousands of dollars of taxpayers' money that
could be put to use are wasted,"
said CUPE national presidem
Jeff Rose at a news conference
when the report was released.
The report also points to problems with the firm's background
knowledge about the universities.
"The librarians in particular
are deeply concerned that the Ritchie consultatnts on campus have
never studied a library before and
yet c.iaim that after a short rev1ew
they will be able to offer good
advice to professionals with

many years' experience," Gutstein says.
Rose says CUPE will fight
back, but quietly. In April an
arbitration board will hear a grievance launched by employees at
the UVic bookstore, but Rose
says, "we :!re not going to do anything that is destructive or
unconstrucrive. "·
"We have no tools other than
public opinion. Persuasion is
what it is all about," he says.
CUPE represents 150
employees at Dalhousie where
Ritchie and Associates are in the
middle of a $900,000 management
study.
Ray Hill, Halifax represemati\ e for CUPE, thinks the
management study "is the most
ridiculous thing that Dalhousie
has done."
CUPE will be releasing a statement on the Ritchie study at Dalhousie "in due time," says Hill.
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As a founding member of Canadian
University Press, the Gazette adheres to
the CUP statement of principles and
reserves the right to refuse any material
submitted of a libelous, sexist, racist or
homophobic nature. Deadline for commentary, letters to the editor afld
announ<ements is noon on Monday.
Submissions may be left at the SUB
enquiry desk c/o the Gazette.
Commentary should not exceed 700
words, letters should not exceed 300
words. No umigned material will be
accepted, but anonymity may be
granted on request.
Advenising copy deadline is noon,
Monday before publication.
The Gaulle offices are located on the
3rd noor SUB. Come up and have a
coffee and tell us what's going on.
The views expressed in the Gazette
are riot necessarily those of the Student
Union, the editor or the collective staff.
Subscription rates are $25 per year
(25 issues) and our ISSN number is ..
0011-5816. The Gazette's mailing
address is 6136 University Avenue,
Halifax, N.S. B3H 1J2, telephone (9Q~)
424-2<;07.
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CFS backs cuts
OTTAWA (CUP) - The Canadian Federation of Students, a
national lobby group, has congratulated the federal government on its decision to no longer
fund the Ministry of State for
Youth.
In a March 5 press release, CFS
chair Barb Donaldson said the
ministry was useless, spending
$20 million last year on cheerleading and conferences for Tory
youth.
The minister has not spoke11
for the concerns of young Canadians, Donaldson says, "At least the
budget reflects this."
Asked outside the House of

Commons if the ministry, not
mentioned in spending estimates
tabled recently, would survive,
Secretary of State Benoit Bouchard said a decision would come
by the end of the month.
"The financial operations of
the government end on March 31.
We will see at the beginning of
April what will happen (to the
ministry)," Bouchard says.
The national French television
channel TVA reported last week
that the government plans to
abolish the Ministry of Youth on
March 17, the day after the
national Conservative convention.

Senators discuss the Royal Commission on Post-Secon dary Education at a special meeting. Photo by Todd K. Miller,
Dal Photo.
-

is now accepting applications for Valedictorian for the
1983 graduating classes: Administrative Studies, Health
Professions, and Arts & Science. Applications can be
picked up in the Student Council Offices, room 222 of the
SUB or call Wendy Atkinson at 424-2146.

2nd Annua l

Ceilidh at the COHN
with the
}}}
Barra MacNeils

~
~

Cape Breton Fiddlers
Alan MacDougall

The Dennis Ryan Ceilidh
Band

Saturday, March 15
8:00p.m.
$12.50 ($11.00 sr. cit. & stu.)
Box Offtce Info

ASTUDENTEMPLOYMENTPROGRAM
The Halifax Citadel
• Royal Artillery
• 78th Highlanders

424-COHN
Charge-tt Line
424-3820

Hours· Mon - Fn. 10 00- 6 00
Sat. 1200- 6.00

(VISA. M C. phone orders)
S1 00 per licket handling to
a maxtmum of SS 00

Dalhousie Arts Centre· Nova Scotia's own.

Animation Units

-

Candidates are required to portray soldiers of the Royal Artillery and the 78th
Highlanders in the garrison at the Citadel in 1869. Successful applicants will
participate in various historical demonstrations including foot and arms drill,
artillery gun drills, sentry, and signalling. There are prospects for employment
and promotion in successive summers.
The program is sponsored by the Friends of the Citadel Society.
Application forms and information brochures are available at your Canada
Employment Centre on Campus. All applicants must register at one of these
centres. Deadline for applications is March 21, 1986.
For additional information contact your Canada Employment Centre on
Campus or phone the Halifax Citadel at 426-8485.

A meeting place where the
.
untraditional IS a tradition
Beside Cleves on Argyle Street
1665 Argyle Street, Halifax, N S
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Easy to get males
From the Science and Technology Desk
OTTAWA (CUP) - Strenuous
and regulated exercise can reverse
the biologic2l clock in older men,

a Dalhousie University researcher
has found.
Physiologist Lydia Makrides
tested the endurance of both
young and old men of bicycles

and treadmills. She said she was
surprised to find that after the test
the old men, aged tiO to 70, had
reached the level of the 20- to 30year-olds in physical work
capacity.
"The striking thing was their
mean physical capacity increased
so that they resembled the young
men. We didn't ex pen that at all.
It was quite an eye-opener," she
said.
"With enough activity, you can
in effect be 20 years of age, but
actually be 60 chronologically,
and I suppose vice versa," she
said.
Makrides said all of her test
subjects resembled one another in

size, most were non-smokers, and
all had a sedentary, or inactive,
lifestyle before the tests began.
She said her findings counter
many assumptions about activity
and senior citizens.
"I think it's a sociological
thing. When you retire, you're
told to lie back and take it easy.
The older people found it strange
they had to train so intensively,"
she said. Participants, a dozen in
each age group, exercised three
times a week throughout the
duration.
Makrides, whose research won
an award at a Toronto sports
medicine symposium last
summer, said the bodies of the

young men she studied appeared
to be much older.
"We had some young men who
were computer operators, but had
no leisure activities. They were
out of shape - their physical
ability was similar to 45-year-olds
who exercised a little, " she said.
Makrides said she studied only
men because "I think it's just tradition that it's easier to get males
to participate in this sort of thing.
Frankly I guess I just played the
game. As a woman, I should've
looked for other women." She
said she "surmised" the results
would apply to women as well.
Makrides is using her findings
in her current research on cardiac
patients.

DALHOUSIE STUDENT UNION

Positions Open
Yearbook Editor
Director, Dal Photo
Application forms are available in Room 222 of the Dal SUB. For
furthur information contact Reza Rizvi, executive V.P., Dalhousie
Student Union.
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University of Alberta
Scholarships for
Graduate Studies

The Award
Umvers1ty of Alberta IS a large umvers1ty and research center offermg a full range of academiC programs to over 28.000 students.
Approximately 3.500 students are pursu1ng graduate stud1es through
the 75 departments wh1ch belong to the Faculty of Graduate Stud1es
and necearch

•
•
•

Un1vers1ty of Alberta offers a large array of scholarships to supenor
graduate students. 1ncludmg the follow1ng
Graduate Faculty Fellowship- an add1t1onal $2.000 per annum to
all graduate students who hold ma1or awards from MAC
NSERC, and SSHRC
2

Approx1mately 60 Prov1nce of Alberta Graduate Scholarships and
Fellowships valued at $8.100- S9.JOO.

3

Approx1mately 20 01ssertat1pn Fellowships of $11.500 for completIng Ph .D students

4

20 Andrew Stewart Pnzes of $2.500 to semor Ph D students
recogn1t1on of excellent research

5

Over 140 Alberta Hentage Medical Research Foundat1on StudentShipS of $12,000 (plus $2.500 research grant) to graduate
students 1n the medical sciences

6.

Approx1mately 20 lzaak Walton Killam Memonal Scholarships of
$11,500 available to Canad1an and international graduate students

7

Many more maJor and minor awards listed 1n the Graduate
Calendar

1n

Emphasizes Procter & Gamble's tradition of broadly supporting and rewarding
individual excellence.
Recognizes full-time students who combine superior academic achievement with
outstanding accomplishments and leadership skills in university activities.
One $1000 prize, presented annually.

The Person
•
•
•

You will complete your final year of full time studies in your current degree
program in 1987 ..
Your Mindividual excellence" has been demonstrated in a well-rounded balance of extra
curricular and academic achievements.
You are a permanent resident of Canada.

The Application
•
•
•
•
•

Obtain an application form from the Student Awards Office
Complete the form, including the endorsement of a faculty member from your
department.
Attach a copy of your most recent transcript.
Return the form to the Student Awards Office.
Application deadline: March 28, 1986.

In addition, we have a fully competit1ve program of graduate
ass1stantsh1ps for teach1ng and research, and a program of research
travel support available to students

P. 0 . Box 355,

For further mformat1on wnte to·

Station "A"

Graduate Registrar
Faculty of Graduate Studlea and Research
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2J9
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ANOTHER ELECTION CAMpaign has slithered its way onto
the walls of the Dalhousie
campus.
This year, the Chief Returning
Officer has described the process
as a farce. If this is the case, Dalhousie students should have serious misgivings about the whole
election.
The election committee has
been so strict in its interpretation
of election regulations that it has
left itself open to accusations of
being partial. If past committees
had been so strict in their adherence to the regulations a number
candidates, including this year's
DSU president, would have been
disqualified.
We are not sayiag that they
shouldn't conduct the fairest election possible. But student issues
been shoved to the back, when

Grammer!
To the editor;
After reading Mark Alberstat's
column "Spring training for the
fans", a few thoughts come lO
mind.
The Rt. Hon. Michael Wilson
would be prouJ of Mark's thrifty
use of periods. In the sentence,
" ... He got traded during the winter, he's a few miles down the
coast, we should hit the green
with him this afternoon," Mark
employs only one period - a
reduction from the three generally required.
Mark also refers to " ... the stock
moguls or real estate barons laying around poolside ... " What
were they laying? Could it be eggs
for the upcoming Easter season?
The capabilities of such people
must be exceptional. No wonder
they're rich!
Another interesting sentence
which raises several questions is
"One of the real useful things
spring training does do is show
who is on the team th is year, who
is the manager, and practice a few
of the basic plays needed to win
ballgames. " What is a " real" useful thing? Is it the opposite of an
artificial useful tning?
Further, his " one" real useful
thing seems to be that spring
training shows: (l) "who is on the
team", (2) " who is the manager",
and (3) "practice a few of the basic
plays ... "
Even if the obvious syntactical
error in the final clause is disregarded, a reader may be forced to
ask, " How many is one?"
Something else nags me. What

they should be the prionty.
Last year the Gazette strongly
recommended that students
should be given the choice to vote
no to all candidates. This option
had not been given. Considering
problems in the way in which thi
election has been handled, it is inexcusable that students were not
given this choice.

ERROR
In last week's Gazette, the International Women's Day Supplement
center spread contained an error
and an ommission. On page 10, the·
photo is of artwork 01lled 'The
Black Box," done by Lani Maestro.
On page ll, the work titled "There
is no Forgetting," was also done by
11eastro, not Barbara Launder.

Refu ing Thyssen will not end
the arms race or even affect it. It
will be a pointless gesture to
assuage the conscience of the
peace movement.
If morality is to be the deciding
factor then let us look at the
moral impact of refusing
Thyssen. The factory will create
at least 400 and up to 4,000 direct
and indirect jobs. F01 the peace
movement these are mere jobs; for
the unemployed of Cape Breton
they are more than just jobs, they
are a living. There will be an end
to the life of welfare and U.I.C.
There will be a return to selfsufficiency and personal pride.
The factory will also he! p to restore economic life to a Cape
Breton community which has
been dying economically for the
past 25 years.
For many young Cape Bretonners it will mean a chance to
stay in Cape Breton instead of
engaging in the traditional
migration to Ontario or the West
to find work. Jobs and income
will help to restore family life
damaged by years of economic
hardship and the resulting
problems.
Many say there are other jobs
available. Let Cape Breton have
both Thyssen and the other jobs.
There is little danger of there
being too many jobs for Cape
Breton. Thyssen will be creating
jobs with mostly German money
and allowing the government to
use its money to create other jobs.
Cape Breton needs Thyssen not
just for income but to help Cape
Breton society in general. Cape
Breton needs every job and
Thyssen is offering jobs. The

L _________________
greatest immorality is that the
Canadian government is to sacrifice Cape Breton for the sake of a
few special interest groups. Cape
Breton is waiting to see what the
government will do. Will Cape
Breton be made a sacrifice to the
vocal minority of the peace movement and other groups or will
Cape Breton be given what it
needs desperately?
Ken MacAulay

this is what a Dal Tigers' hockey
fan is all about, I think I will stick
to curling.
I think it is unfair, not only to
good hockey fans like those who
support U de M, but to us; other
Dalhousie students who are
unaware that these fans are ruining the reputation of our university. Grow up!
I'm sorry; but I'm mad.
Michael C Leger
Poli. Sci., Dal
Patricia Berube
Dal Education

Grow up
To the editor;
I was interested enough to
attend Saturday's AUAA hockey
game between the Dal Tigers and
the U de M Blue Eagles - you
know, 'come and support your
team'. However, I was embarassed to be associated with the
University. Why, you might ask?
Well, it wasn't because the
hockey was bad; it was because
the Tigers' fans acted like
children.
It is one thing to use a bullhorn at a hockey game to encourage the team on, but it is another
thing to use it to yell obscenities
at not only the U de M players but
the fans - come on!
The thing that made me ·really
mad was the six or seven little
greasers who came to the U de M
side of the Forum to yell obscenities at the U d e M fans and the
team. However, it wasn't enough
to act real tough and curse at the
U de M bench, they also spat on
the players. You call these little
greasers hockey fans?
I'm sorry, maybe I don't understand the hockey fan mentality. If

Support
To the editor,
As an interested party aware
and involved on the edges of the
struggle going on at N.S.C.A.D.,
I would like to compliment Toby
Sanger's (March 6th) article on
the political climate at the Art
College. It was well written and
quite informative, with reasonable responses from the parties
involved.
I would hope that your staff
continues its interest in this local
event that has far-reaching cultural ramifications right across the
country.
I would imagine all efforts by
the local community are greatly
appreciated by both union and
administrative people at
N.S.C.A.D., especially those
efforts that avoid the extremes of
"yellow journalism" and "cat
01lling" that can make the
exchange of information in and
around the situation impossible.
Keep up the good work.
Name withheld by request

is an afficando? Is it a new
appliance colour from Westinghouse? That company doesn't
exist either.
Mark tells us that "Baseball
fans everywhere rejoice when
they hear that friendly voice on
the radio telling them that
"Today training camps open for
pitchers and catchers". Gazette
readers will be glad to know when
training camp opens for
sportswriters.
Kevin MacTavish

Decisions
To the editor,
What is the most important
consideration in the decision on
whether Thyssen should be
allowed to build a plant in Cape
Breton? For the peace groups, it is
the escalation of the arms race.
For those who support the factory, it is the jobs it will create.
Who has the better and more
moral argument will probably
never be resolved, but this writer
wishes to give some facts and
opin ions o n the issue.
T he peace movement sees a
world brought closer to war by an
arms build-up. On the surface
this theory appears to have merit.
Yet many of those in the peace
movement fail to realize that arms
races are not the cause of ten &ions
between states, they are merely a
symptom of a conflict between
two nations.
If the arms races were the cause
of tension in themselves, should
refusing the arms plant end it? If
Thyssen is not allowed to build
in Cape Breton it will build elsewhere. If refused Thyssen will not
stop making weapons nor will

Rum Flavoured, Wine Dipped

COLTS & COLTS MILD
The Sociable Little Cigars
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Maritime
women

fight for
nature
in their
own way

By LOIS CORBETT
I speak for workers who clean up nuclear
garbage
radiation
contamination
We soak it up like sponges; they pay us
time and a half
No compensation for:
skin cancer
lung cancer
genetic damage
We keep reactors going to make plutonium to make more bombs.
(Excerpt from The Memorial Service)
I speak for uranium miners, dead and
dying in:
Czechoslovakia
Australia
New Mexico
Elliot Lake.
Why didn't they tell us?
radon daughters
alpha particles
lung cancer
Why didn't they warn us1
genetic damage
our wives
our children
We spit blood to mine uranium to make
the bombs
WE SPIT BLOOD TO MINE URANIUM
TO MAKE THE BOMBS

Men build nuclear power plants 1n women's back
yards • They spray chemicals on forests where
women's children play Robin Hood and his merry
band of pilferers. • They dump herbicides into brooks
and springs, into waters that flow into women's wells.
• They drop bombs on women and their families.
e And so women have to rebuild and clean up men's
mess; sweep up the nuclear power plant's garbage, keep
their children out of the £ores ts for weeks after the
spraying, drink water and eat vegetables poisoned by
chemicals and pull scattered families together out of
war rubble. • But most of all, women protest.
aritime women protest men's
violence to their native environment. Violence manifested in clear-cut forests,
oil-gutted harbours, smokefilled skies and sulphurfumed air. The Maritime environmental
movement is comprised largely of these
women, their voices stronger now then
ever before, who tirelessly take on men in
government and business . who deba~e
environmental risk only m economic
terms.
"Just take the pesticide issue for example. The professional line is that if we
don't spray chemicals, then we'll lose our
forests and we'll all be out of work. Well,
that is simply a very narrow analysis of our
economy and the role of the forest industry
in that economy. It's the sledgehammer
approach."
Janice Brown is the executive director of
the Conservation Council of New Brunswick, a non-profit environmental protection group that has taken on both the·
federal and provincial governments over
such issues as the building of a nuclear
power plant at Point Lepreau, the spruce
budworm spray program and more
recently, the level of ground watercqntamination in the province. Brown has seen
the sledgehammer tactics she talks about, a
heavy, "one tool to do the job," approach
to the economy that she says is ruining
New Brunswick's environment.
"So women have to sit back and say that
that approach is not good enough. There's

M
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too much at stake here beyond jobs to
allow them to make those easy statements
and to take the easy route. I think women
understand better the value of a natural
ecosystem, the value of being able to safely
drink vour water or have your cattle graze
in a fi~ld that is not sprayed with chemicals, or have your children play in a forest

pposed to men's image as
foes with nature is women's
perception of themselves as
life-creators and preservers.
Women have a symbiotic
relationship with nature;
men want to control and dominate her.
Many women parallel men's violence
against the earth with violence against
women and other groups, and link that
violence with man's desire for dominance.
And that analysis joins environmentalists
with feminists. Both groups are outside the
political and social mainstream of society
and both want to see change. They also
overlap in membership.
Donna Smyth, a Nova Scotia writer,
peace activist, and professor at Acadia University in Wolfville, says her exposure to
the women's movement in the early 1970s
wa~ valuable when she decided to get back
into the environmental movement. Smyth
has the somewhat unusal claim as one who
has taken on the nuclear power industry
and won.

that hasn't been sprayed," says Brown.
Maritime women like Brown have led
community action on environmental
issues for years, but the policies that actually shape the future course of the environment are designed, for the most part,
without their input.
"At the moment, the power brokers are
men, that 's no secret. And it's not peculiar
to the eiwironmental realm either. I think
a lot of the complaints that women have in
an a\·ea, whether it's social issues, peace
issues or human rights, are about who has
the power and how decisions are made,"
says Brown.
Power over the environment, man
against Mother Nature - that cruel force
that combats regularly with heroes of male
folklore- is represented not only in literature but in business and government. They
alienate and separate the tree from the
forest, and tum it into pulp for their paper.
They harness a river's force with little
regard for the lives that depend on the original system, They drain man-made chemicals and pollutants into the ground and the
waters around their plants, or build higher
and higher smokestacks to "diffuse" the
environment-killing particles over a wider
area of land.

After a three-year court battle, a jury said
she did not defame the character of Dr. Leo
Yaffe, then president of the Chemical Institute of Canada when she said Yaffe's stand
on the nuclear issue was political rather
than scientific. "It is obvious that he is
neither objective nor impartial," her article in the Halifax Chronicle Herald read.
-"He is only one of many 'experts' the
nuclear industry will parade in front of us
in their desperate attempt to sell 'nuclear'
to Nova Scotia."
Both Brown and Smyth have taken on
the issue of nuclear power, with mixed
results. The New Brunswick government
has already built one nuclear power station
in Point Lepreau, and is seriously considering a second one, if it can find a market
for the electricity in the United States.

0

omen in the environmental movement bring
alternate methods of
problem-solving to
social action, say Brown
and Smyth. "One of the
• criticisms of the environmental movement
i; that it is emotional, irrational and valueladen: environmentalists are individuals
with no respect for facts and science, people who thrive on creating fear and anxiety
in a community, that sort of thing. I guess
"·hen someone says somethign to me about
being too emotional, my response is well,
it 's a pretty emotional issue. If you can't get
emotional about an abnormally high incidence of birth defects in New Brunswick 's
agricultural area, what can you get emotional about," says Brown.
Brown says her critics often use the word
emotion in a "derogatory way," but she
turns it around to·deal with it in a positive
way. "You cannot separate values and
emotion from the area. It's a value that
people put on human life that drives them
in these issues."
And t.hat's fair ball, she adds. "If -you
don't think that the bottom, economic line
is an appropriate measuring stick to be put
up against the potential heal~h of your
chi ld, then you've got to say that." Smyth
says w,omen's "Jack of respect for authority
and hierarchies" makes it easy for them to

I

Brown's conservation group boycotted the
provincial government hearings looking
into the environmental impact of a second
reactor.
"Building Lepreau has nothing to do
with needing electricity, or reducing our
oil consumption. It's a welfare project
designed to keep the nuclear industry alive
artificially on a life support system, with a
direct line to the federal coffers," she says.
The nuclear industry fought back hard
against Smyth. Yaffe sat through a three
year trial to argue over the meaning of one
word, 'expen', in a single paragraph of an
opinion ariticle in a Halifax paper to make
his point. The judge, Justice Peter Richard
of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court, said
that in his opinion, Smyth's tone in the
article could lead someone to surmise that
Yaffe was "sort of a hired gun."
Smyth says there is a dang~ous gap
between the decision-makers in government and industry and the country's
voters. "People feel a sort of helplessness
that says the government is going ahead
with what it wants with no regard to what

When women get
together they "dick. We
are not afraid to look at
things is different ways.
Men like to narrow
things down, they don't
like to tackle broad issues.
For them, it's a painful
thing to do, to look at
things in a wholistic
way."
they think. That shows me there is something radically wrong with our democratic
system. Voting every four years is not
enough," she says.
If ordinary citizens are left out of
decision-making that affects, the environment, it's "doubly true for women."
"It's essential for women to become a
part of the environmental movement, and
caucus together. Otherwise, we stand to be
overwhelmed by men, like the '60s peace
movement. We have to be alert for this, and
ready to offer alternatives," says Smyth.

Calder wants the government to understand, ultimately, just who is affected by
environmental problems then take the
debate from there. "We finally taked to
government and industry about their process. It clearly has to be seen as something
thatmvolves all people in the community,
and those people have to control aspects of
the debate themselves,' she says. Once the
parties allow community involvement,
Calder says everyone will see how everything business, environment, and
government -connects. "That's what the
feminist movement has brought to the
issue, an approach to the ecology that is
wholistic. It doesn't separate peace and the
environment," says Calder.
During her second trip to Europe in the
summer, Calder spoke to Swedish environmentalists about the pesticide cycle and the
effects of pesticides on the Third World's
food production. Her travels have made
her aware that environmental concerns are
shared by people in other cultures. As part
of the support group for the seventeen
plaintiffs who went to court seeking an
injuction to stop the spraying of herbicides
2, 4- D and 2, 4,5-Ton their land, Calder says
she has faced "really rough experiences in
the movement."
"The herbicide court case was an experience I will never forget. It affected a great
many people. But given the same set of

"At the moment, the power brokers are men,
that's no secret. And it's not peculiar to the
environmental realm either. I think a lot of
complaints that women have in an area,
whether it's social issues, peace issues or
human rights, are about who has power and
how decisions are made."
enge
.mes c~•cdL""'"''"
by industry and government.
"It's been my experience that women do
the work, along with a number of men, in
the environmental movement. Women
provide the organizing force and the drive
to combat these issues," says Smyth. Since
women outnumber the men in the movement, its methods of work reflect women's
ways. Smyth says women find it easier than
men to question the authority of government and industry, especially when it concerns something close to their own lives,
"People turn out for immediate issues in
our own back yards. Little things comprise
our lives. I wouldn't say that women's ability to move more quickly on these issues
than men's is necessarily better, but we
don't have to spend the time they do reexamining and re-evaluating the issue. We
get on with it," she says.
Liz Calder, co-ordinator of the Halifaxbased Ecology Action Center agrees with
Smyth. ·when women get together they
"click", she says. "We're not afraidoflooking at things in different ways. Men like to
narrow things down, they don't like to
tackle broad issues. For them, it's a painful
thing to do, to look at things in a wholistic
way," she says.
With women in the environmental
movement, there is less of an "ego prob!em" to get in the way, says Calder. Women
don't rule out any way of making a point,
and they bring creativity and fun and humour to the discussion. She always gets discouraged, but she withdraws and comes
back for more. "It's easier if it's emotional
and fun," says Galder.
Women want equality in a world that is
healthy, both physically and psychologically, a world that doesn't separate emotion and practice. A world, says Calder,
that isn't elitist when it comes to the
environment.

to do it all
Circumstances,
over again."
"It" was demanding the right to control
what happened outside her window, over
the corporate right to profit from the softwood industry. It also meant a month long
trial in May of 1983 that saw the corporate
interests succeed and the landowners
pushed into a no-win situation. The seventeen signed an agreement promising not to
appeal if the industry would not impose
court costs and damages.
Women are making progress in the
environmental movement despite setbacks, says Calder. Since the court decision, the Environmental Protection
Agency, a federal government regulating
body in the United States, permanently
banned, 2,5,5-T and Dow Chemical
stopped producing it. Environmental
issues are receiving much wider media coverage now a~ well, says Calder. And Smyth
adds that the environmental movement
has been crucial in stopping uranium mining in Nova Scotia and forcing the government to re-evaluate its spray program.
Women have more to lose if government
and industry won't listen to their environmental concerns, says Brown. She says the
"environmenal issue of 1985" comes down
to one thing: acceptable risk. "In all these
issues, some decision-maker has said that
this level of exposure is acceptable, and
that decision is based on some sort of arbitrary risk-assessment that tells you that one
death in 50,000 is o.k." Giving permission
for that one death offends Brown's basic
sense of justice. "One whose behalf does
that person speak? If I'm that one in 50,000
whose lotto ticket happens to come up, I'm
certainly not going to agree. They want to
trade off lives for chemicals," says Brown
Women are saying that one death is not
acceptable, and if the government doesn't
listen, "We're going to make trouble," says
Brown.

I speak for those who Live next to nuclear
reactors;
who sleep with potassium iodine under
their pillars;
who wonder where the next accident is:
Chalk River
Point Lepreau
Three Mile Island
Point Lepreau
Pickering
Point Lepreau
Why didn't they tell us?
radiation leaks
spills
gas
Why didn't they warn us?
cancer
contaminated crops
animals dead and dying
water used to be for drinking
where are the fish?
We lh 1e next to reactors which make plutomum to make more bombs
WE LIVE NEXT TO REACTORS
WHICH MAKE PLUTONIUM TO
MAKE MORE BOMBS
(excerpt from The Memorial Sen·ice, a performance by a wo~en's affinity group,
wntten hy Donna Smyth)
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Don't go hangin' round that

aundry roo

Traditional tips on avoiding rape have not pleased modern femi- you or use his hands. It 's just a matter like
nists. Often women are told to change their lifestyles to steer clear of we tell our tellers- or _th~ bank's tellersmen who rape. Lady Beware is a pamphlet distributed by police ~~=~i~::i~~~ try to thmk your way out of
departments across Canada. It portrays rapists as strangers ;who lurk Sheaf: And it also says (to consider) "are
in dark alleys and neglects to mention that most rape victims are you?'~s quick and c_an fight ~s ~ell as he
attacked by male friends lovers or acquaintances.
ca~. The sugge~uon here Is 1f you are
.
'
.
.
,
qu1ck and can hght as well as he can,
Beth Weisberg, of the University of Saskatchewan s student news- which rm not really sure how you would
paper, The Sheaf, interviewed Sergeant Rusty Chartier of the Saska- determine without getting into an actual
toon Police Department about Lady Beware and its fight to begin with , you should try and
d ·
f
escape?
recommen auons or women. Sheaf: There's a suggestion in (the pamChartier: Well, there again you've got to

It says to
think
before
you
struggle,
but /Jm
not sure
what
that
means.
What are
you
to think
about?
By BETH WEISBERG

phlet) that in theatres one should avoid
think of your situation, where you're at
dark corners and sit near the aisle. Would
and that. Now I don't know what you're
you like to comment on that?
looking at, if it's theft, robbery or anyChartier: Well, when you're near the aisle
thing, you give him the money and let him
you can get away much more easily than if
go. If it's sexual assault or anything like
you're sLUck in the middle or back in the
that, a lot of things come into play, I supdark corner where someone can come and
pose. It's what you think about certain
pin you in against a wall.
situations like that and if it looks inevitaSheaf: Do you have many reports of
ble that it's gonna happen, then it's a matassaults from theatres?
ter probably of thinking morality over
living if this is what you feel .. nd believe
Chartier: No. No.
Sheaf: What at.•out "Never remain alone in
will happen.
an apartment laundry room, a mailroom,
Sheaf: I'm not really sure what you mean
or parking garagt:'" I mean, there are times
by morality there.
when you just can't avoid being that way.
Chartier: Well, you know, they've made
Chartier: Well, then as long as you're aware
saints out of women who died instead of
of it so that if something doesn't feel right
giving in to a person ...
to you or seem right to )'OU, you can take
Sheaf: You mean in a rape ...
Chartier: I'm talking about a sexual
evasive action. A laundry r.':lom or a parkade can be a dangerous situation. It isn't
assault. If it was robbery or something else
9/ 10 of the time, but that one time it could
there's no doubt whatsoever ... you give
be. You should be thinking about it (and)
him the money unless greed reigns
knowing what to do if that person attempts
supreme and you aren't going to give him
to do anything.
your money. That's a foolish move, but
Sheaf: There's 'the section in the pamphlet
this is what you've got to think about.
"What will you do if you are attacked?" It
Sheaf: So you're saying that sexual assault
says "think before you struggle," but I'm
is a moral issue?
not really sure what that means. 'What are · Chartzer: No; well, it is for some people.
you supposed to be thinking about?
You know, how you've been brought up,
Chartier: Think before you struggle, plain
your cultural learnings and beliefs. You
and simple. Is it going to be to your detrijust have to read history to know ('·'Jme
ment to struggle? Would you be better to
women) were made saints because they resgo along? It's like a bank robbery and that's
is ted advances of men. But that's your own
the first thing you tell tellers in there: Stop
decision to make at the particular time.
and think. I know it's hard to do that when
Sheaf: There's a statement in the pamthere's a gun in your face, but that's still
ph let: "Treat the rapist as a person no matthe only and safest way of doing someter how repulsive he may be. If you treat
thing. So you've got to catch yourself up,
him like an animal he rna} act like one." I
and say 'think' so you're watching that
really have problems with that. First of all
person trying to get a description or any of
it says 1f you treat him like an animal he
these other things. You don't panic. holler.
may act like one, but. ..
scream and things like that.
Chart in: He's acting like one as it is, isn't
Now, hollering and screaming might be
he? But it'll just promote or aggra\'ate him
better, you might be in a crowded area, just
more. It's like a bank teller saying, "No,
a little niche out of the way and that would
I'm not going to give you the money."
be the best thing that could happen or
He'll sho.ot her. sometimes.
you're just in a little alcove on the street or
Sheaf: But it's not just that, it says treat him
something.
as a person.
Sheaf: The pamphlet also advises you to
Chartzer:That's right. You know, you've
"be sure he has no weapo11." I'm not real!)
gotta stop and think and assess your situasure how you'd go about doing that.
tion. What do you do? You don't start badmouthing him, calling him a pig and
Chartzer: It's possible that he has a weapon
-this is part of the thing of thinking. If he
everything dse. Just like a hostage- you
hasn't got one in his hand he might not
don't msult the hostage taker 111 that. You
have one, but mind you. his hands are as
sll down; you do what he tells you; you
good a weapon as anything really, so
look him m the eye when you talk to him;
you've got LO always consider that he's got
you don't force your ideas or will upon him
one. If you start sneaming where there's
or try to. That's what it means there- if
nobody around what's that gonna do? He
you start going in there and insulting him,
might bring out a weapon and use it on
calling him names, even beating on him
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when you know beating isn't going to do
any good, you're gonna be the loser.
Sheaf: Well, what should you say to him?
Chartier: Well, I don't know- yow·ve got
to assess that particular situation.
Sheaf: But in that situation you're not
going to have time to stop and think.
Chartier: You've got to take time to think.
And you have time to think.
Sheaf: When do you have time to think?
Chartier: You should never do it impulsively ... we teach that all the time. We're
not the ones, it's psychiatrists ... that qetermine this is how you should treat these
situations ... it might be contrary to the
way you think, but that's how you should
act.
Sheaf: (The pamphlet says) if you choose
to physically resist you should use the eye
attack and the testicle attack as a last resort.
Chartier: That's right.
Sheaf: Why would that be? So that you're
not going to injure him?.
Chartier: No, no. (So) that you don't get
yourself injured. Like I say, a woman probably has less chance of beating a man no
matter what, with or without weapons.
What they're saying is .. don't neat him
like an animal, which might be fighting
scratching, gouging, kicking or anything
else. If you know you're going to die, and I
think it gets to that point somewhere if not
in that pamplet then in some other book,
then you go for it. But there's few times
that a situation like that would call for
that.
Sheaf: Well yes, it says (to use the eye or
testicle attack) in the defense of your life or
severe bodily harm.
Chartier: Yup.
Sheaf: What would you define as se\ ere
bodily harm?
Chartier: Well, it's not what I think, it's
what you determine. It's your situation, it's
not mine or somebody else's. Basically, all
that thing is telling you is: think, and be
aware.
Sheaf: Would you say that rape could be
defined as severe bodily harm?
Chartier: Well that's - some people's
might be, other people's might not be.
Sheaf: If a person had been sexuall)
assaulted, what would they do? It sa}s here
to "report it to the police right away quick investigation will substantiate the
facts needed for prosecution - do not
change or clean your clothes - do not
shower or bathe until you have been examined by a doctor- do not take any drugs 01
alcohol to calm yourself. It may destroy
some evidence and hinder the gathering of
physical evidence." So, the idea is to call
the police, wait for them to come. then ·
what? They take your statement or take
you to the doctor first as ...
Chartzer: That's right. They take you to the
doctor first.
Sheaf: So could you go to the hospital and
call the police from there?
Chartier: No, you should do like it says ...
Call the police- that's the first thing you
do. And then you do what the police tell
}OU.

..
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BARNEY SAVAGE
1. Yes,. I have been involved in

,

...

Barney Savage

TIMOTHY DALEY
1. Directly with student coun-

cil, I have little or no experience. I
am not an insider in the political
sense. I have been involved as
president of Sodales, which is one
of the societies under the student
union, and also Dalhousie's
Model United Nations society. So
I have had a lot of experience
working with societies but little
practical experience working
with the student union, and I
think actually that can be a
benefit considering my partner's
experience. They can balance
each out out quite well.
2. The word crisis brings
about the notion of the Royal
Commission on higher education, to begin with, and that for
me is the most important thing to
be addressed for all students and
not just at Dalhousie. That issue
and the many sub-issues involved
in it have to be dealt with very
quickly. Overall one could say
that the primary crises are the
attitude centers on the government and the public that education has now become an expense
rather than an investment in
society
I I think if we can address that
issue as well as the specifics of
thiS Koyal Commission, inevitably they will come. We must
begin to address the overall problem of people's perception of
post-secondary educauon.
3. To begin with, I
would say that that need not be
assumed and that we would begin
to pressure, as best we can, all the
ministers of government to maintain the bursary program. If it is
eliminated then we have to begin
to structure a student loan program which inevitably would
r replace it, that will be fair and
equitable to all students and not
discriminate as does the one suggested in the Royal Commission,
against those students who can
least afford it. It has to be structured on a more equitable basis
such that as a married student for
example can manage to continue
to be able to continue their education without mortgaging their
future and such that wealthier
students who can afford to pay off
the loan immediately are not
unduly given the advantage in
Page 10
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getting a start in life and that's the
thing that had to be addressed. Yet I
do believe that the bursary program can be maintained. I am
convinced that it is a necessity
and that it is an investment in
education.
4. Well some people have a
very negative attitude toward
SUNS and some people have an
open positive attitude towards it.
My perspective on it is that to
belong to SUNS is essential in the
sense that it does speak for the
vast majority of students across
Nova Scotia. However, like all
student organizations it has some
political, internal pettiness. This
should not be considered a reason
for Dalhousie to avoid SUNS. In
fact, it should be Dalhousie's role,
I believe, to act as the largest university in the capacity of leadership within SUNS. It is the role of
the DSU president and particularly the vice-president as well to
help with SUNS in bringing
about more fairness within its
policies and to make it more effective mechanism of pressuring
government particularly with the
Royal Commission. I think that
it has been effective in the past but
we are going to need II 0 percent
effectiveness in the next twelve to
eighteen months to guarantee the
security of education for students
and that I think is a key role for
Dalhousie as a leader of SUNS.
6. The Canadian Federation of
Students again is another organization that has been put down to a
great extent but one must see it
from a national perspective and
understand from the perspective
of the federal government that as
a lobby group it has a very important role. The federal government
is addressed by hundreds upon
hundreds of organizations, and if
Dalhousie, for example, were to
pull out of CFS and were to
expect to get the kind of response
CFS gets it would be naive.
Regardless of the CFS problems
the Canadian Federation of Students must be perceived as a very
effective lobby group in addition
to the obvious benefits of a
service-oriented organization. We
have to look at it from a broader
perspective, more than just the
services it offers. To abandon it
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would be a greater mistake than
to work within the system. Again,
Dalhousie should be taking an
eastern Canadian leading role
rather than abandoning it or destroying it.
7. In the case of academK~ and finances we are going
through an obvious period of
change. I think that students at
times are being left behind. As
representatives of the student
body the student union itself has
to take the primary leading role.
The student union has to
become very acutely aware of
what students on a very personal
level have to say. An obvious
example of that would be in the
rise of tuition. We have to be very
attentive and very responsive
towards students' needs and the
maximums that they can afford. I
think we are at the limit now.
Students are going to have to play
it both ways. Both make themselves aware to the student union
and make their perspectives clear.·
The student union is going to have
to clearly take their opinions to
the administration.
A direct role in finances is
already being taken in the form of
student union representation
within the Senate, the Board of
Governors, and other bodies
within the administration. I
think it is the role of the students
as well as student union to
increase the communication and·
the real feel that the ~tudent
union has for the needs of
students.
8. In fact, that was the most
compelling reason for me to
begin running with Barney. It
was apparent to me when I was
addressing the question of postsecondary education funding aroci
where my tuition money was
going and where it was going to
come from, that I really wasn't
aware of the overall ramifications. One need only question
people's attitudes towards the
agreement between the DSU and
the administration on the four
per cent increase in talking with
many students it seems that quite
a proportion feel that we are
somehow prote<..tcd from massive
cont'd on page 11

the student council in my capacity as vice-president external of
Dalhousie Student Union. In this
capacity I have not only been
looking over e"ternal affairs but I
have also been sitting on the executive committee. I have come to
an understanding of the importance of the executive, particularly when there is not a council
around to make decisions. I have
also seen the importance of staff
decisions and the necessity of the
executive in dealing with staff to
help the general managers. So I
think my experience is not only
directly with external affairs but
were generally with the student
union. As external vice-president
I have come into contact with a
lot of services-related work and I
think that will help.
2. Well, I certainly do. It
depends of course on what services you are talking about. I will
deal first with entertainment.
Often we have the problem with
entertainment, particularly in
functions like orientation and
winter carnival. We have people
thinking that they are Dalhousie
administration events and it
should never be forgotten that
these things are being put on by
the student union.
In other services that the student union provides, of course
we look to administration cooperation, but I would hope that
the admmistration would greatly
encourage better use of student
union services. I am talking
about the second-hand bookstore
the exam registry and the course
evaluation.
3. I think the answer to that is
probably a sociological problem
as much as it is financial. I think
that generally students have been
going elsewhere for their entertainment needs. From the experience we have had so far at Howe
Hall, we have discovered that a
lot of people are not even thinking of Dalhousie Student Union
when they think of their entertainment needs. They are going
downtown. Whether this trend
can be reversed I do not have an
answer right now. I think the
only way to see if that trend can be
reversed is to retain the ambitious
entertainment proposals that
have worked in previous years but
not be hesitant about abandoning entertainment events that are
being revenue losses. We have the
mandate as a student union to
care for recreational, social and
cultural needs of Dalhousie students. We do not have the mandate to throw away thousands of
dollars of revenue because that's
students' money.
4. I would be inclined to say
yes. This is a very odd answer
coming from a candidate for executive vice-president which is
totally service-oriented. But one
of the reasons why I want to be
executive vice-president is to
bring the services and the political wing of the student union
closer together. One thing that I
have noticed is that student union
staff are almost totally employed

V.P.

in services, which is quite natural
and politics is handled by the students. The trouble I have with
what I am seeing is that often
politics is conside1ed something
slightly irrelevant or something
which is not important at all. It
should never be forgotten that the
role of the student union is to
represent students, that is the
first mandate of the student
union and if that means political
representation, which I think it
does, that should be important.
Of course we cannot abandon
services.
5. The role of the executive
vice-president in the handling of
~tudent services is mostly a supervisory role. Examples are: the
exam registry, the second-hand
bookstore those have coordinators appointed by student
council. It is not the executive
vice-president's role to directly
manage those things. It is the
executive vice-president' s role to
supervise, and to ensure that
things are getung done. More
importantly the executive vicepresident handles any problems
the co-ordinators may be having.
The role is not so much to actually deliver the services but to personally make sure those services
are delivered.

6. Well, the executive vicepresident has a very direct role in
societies. There is no argument
that societies are very important.
I think the importance of societies increases with the size of the
university. We have got about 100
societies listed with the student
union. That's a lot of people and
that's how students become
involved in the university. This is
very important at Dalhousie.
There have been accusations that
there is not enough opportunity
for student participation, but
nothing brings forward more student representation than
societies.
The executive vice-president's
role is to co-ordinate those students' societies relationships with
the students. No society can work
on its own and every society has
an important relationship with
the DSU. A lot of student societies
come to the DSU for grants and a
lot of them get them. It is the vicepresident's role to make sure that
there is proper communication
between the societies and the student union. The VP has to make
sure that the societies are not
afraid of approaching the student
union.
7. I anticipate that I will be
quite highly involved -as much
as time will permit. I don't think
the line between services and
politics is quite as thick as many
people think it is. I would like to
see if I could bring them together,
perhaps we could better advertise
SUNS and CFS to help educate students about our services. I
see SUNS and CFS as being very
important in the role of the executive vice-president. Therefore, I
see politics as something which
cannot be divorced from the executive vice-president.
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KAMLEH NICOLA
I. This past year I acted as stu-

Aua CZilpalay

Kamleh Nicola

AVA CZAPALAY
I. This was my first year
elected to senate and I was on
three senate committees; Academic administration committee,
discipline committee, and grade
changes and assessment methods.
Council committees I have been
involved with are; grant committee, communication committee,
recruitment committee, executive, security committee, and subcommittee of communication
committee.
2. The main crisis is the Royal
Commission on Post-Secondary
Education and accessibility. Students have to be concerned about
rising tuition costs and the
government replacing the bursary system with more accessible
loans. Students have to be worried about the cost of tuition and
paying it back after they graduate. The other issue is the quality
of education after you pay all this
money. The three per cent cutbacks on all the faculties are a
main concern because cuts have
to be made somewhere and students are going to loseouton this.
3. I would not want to see the
bursary system eliminated. I
would strongly work with SUNS
to ensure that the recommendation wasn't implemented. If it
was I would warn studtnts about
the debt they could incur with
more accessible loans and I would
have to come up with some kind
of a plan for appealing loans.
Right now you can appeal a bursary but you cannot appeal a provincial loan. Again we would
work with SUNS to implement
some kind of plan where loans
could be appealed.
4. The motto of SUNS is students working for students, and
this year they have played a high
profile role with lobbying the
provincial government over the
Royal Commission. SUNS is a
very important organization. I
cannot stress the importance
enough of a lobbying group of
that tvoe.
5. CFS, the Canadian Federation
of Students, has several plans
involved with companies such as
SWAP, Travel Cuts, and other
students services of that type. CFS
is a national lobbying group for
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students and they have done a lot
for employment by transferring
more funds into the COSEP program for this year. (COSEP is the
career orientation student
employment program.) This is
going to be a great benefit to
students.
6. The new presiden~, Ho~<~:rd
Clark, wants to see more student
senators. Personally I would like
to see that. That way students
would have more of a say in academic issues and if we had more
representatives on the BOG they
would have more of a say in academic issues and if we had more
representatives on the BOG they
would play a role there in financial issues. So I would like to see
students have a greater, louder
voice in these two areas.
7. I think right now the students have a pretty good idea
about the Royal Commission,
which is the main crisis in postsecondary education. And continuing to work with SUNS as we
have been would be the best
method. Marches are always a
good idea, also debates with provincial leaders. That's what
SUNS is there for- it is a lobbying group. Working with them
would make the students more
aware of the issues.
8. As president, the main student issues would be the quality
of education, accessibility, housing, student aid and part-time
loans and tuition. The quality of
education is a big concern here
with the cutbacks in the different
departmems. Cuts have to be
made somewhere and the issue
now is whether they will be vertical or horizontal cuts. Vertical
cuts mean cutting out a whole
faculty and horizontal cuts mean
cutting out classes. Personally I
would not like to see horizontal
or vertical cuts but more of a combination of smaller departments.
I was talking to Dean Betts on this
issue and he agrees with me. A
combination of smaller departments would be a better idea than
any kind of cuts. Wewill beworking with the deans to preserve this
quality of education that we are
paying so much for. The second
issue is accessibility. With rising

tultion fees and the elimination
of the Nova Scotia bursary program, accessibility is going to be a
big issue and we will have to work
closely again with SUNS and
even on a national level with CFS
to make sure that students in the
province and across the nation all
have accessible education. Where
housing is concerned in the
throne speech of the provincial
government it was stated that five
thousand low income housing
units would be made in Halifax.
Also there is going to be a
women's residence built across
from the Dalplex so this should
help in aiding the housing problem. It is still going to be a major
problem especially low income
housing in this end of Halifax.
The housing office this year has
done a really good job, I would
like to see it have a higher profile
especially in September when
there is definitely a housing crisis
on campus. Student aid - right
now students can't claim some of
their part-time loan in the winter,
so we would have to look into this
and we have to lobby the government.
Now that the program is computerized, there shouldn't be the
problem there has been in the
past with student loans but students sometimes are not clear
about how to fill out the loan
applications and this creates
delays in receiving loans. I think
some kind of a pamphlet should
be provided from the student aid
office. There is one provided now
but it is quite technical and you
can easily miss details which will
cost you the full loan which you
are eligible for. Setting up information workshops would be
another idea so that unexpected
delays will not happen next year.
9. The university provides
many valuable •.tudent services to
the students, including the university health service, the Dalplex, the rink and the art gallery,
services through the alumni
office and also security. The
problem with the university services is that funding is being cut
back and as president I would
have to keep a close eye on these
cutbacks to make sure, especially
for security, that funding does not
fall short in providing an effective service.

dent senator and as a result of that
position I sat on two senate committees. I also worked with council on the external affairs,
entertainment and charity committees. In November I fortunately took over the position as
campaign co-ordinator for the
Students' Union of Nova Scotia.
That position was very exciting
because it gave me the experience
of not only contacting universities and getting into the swing of
communicating but I also gained
experience in making the universities come together on isses that
concern us all. I was also able to
help lobby government and I was
constantly in contact with the
political community outside of
Dalhousie.
2. Definitely, there are so many
services . DSU is service-oriented
because the university itself does
not provide all students services
students need. It is up to the student union to provide these services. Just in the building we have
T.V. monitors scattered around
that are not working. People have
been talking about putting in
electronic billboards. They have
them in St. Mary's scattered in
strategic positions which are very
eye-catching. Of course, we
would have to look at the financial end of it but these are the sorts
of things we are going to be considering. We must also use the
voice of Dalhousie's societies.
After all, they are the base of the
university community.
3. Actually entertainment has
never taken a back burner on Dalhousie campus. What happened
over the last year was unfortunate
because the type of programmer
they hired was not aware of the
full responsibilities of the job and
this reflected quite badly on the
kind of events that were put on.
Advertising was left until very
late, and as a result people were
left with a bad taste in their
mouths. It is no fun going to a
supersub when there are only 100
students attending. We will not
be throwing entertainment
together at the last minute next
year. The new entertainment coordinator has got nearly every day
planned for next year. I will be
working very closely with the
entertainment co-ordinator. We
have to look at not only aiming
our entertainment towards the
eighteen year old age bracket.
The average age of students on
campus is 24. These are the people we must look at as well. By
bringing all sons of different lecturers m you will attract different
people and they will not feel that
coot'd from page 10

tuition increases because of this
ne agreement and exchange of
letters between the administration president last year and the
president of the student union.
Indeed there is some protection
offered but I think students have
to be made very much aware that
rhat is quite a changeable agreement. It can be reneged on by
either side if the situation
·hanges in funding for post~econdary education. That is but
ne example and I think the over. li ramifications of diffential fees
for foreign students has to be

VP

they are getting nothing from
their student union fees . Examples of lecturers would be Margaret Atwood, or people who are
involved in controversial issues .
The university is supposed to be
the centre for broad and open
thinking and the way to encourage this is to bring these people
ln .

4. The DSU is not too service
oriented, it is up to the student
union to provide these services.
It is kind of interesting to
note that in 1980 the percentage
of the university's expenditures
for student services was 1.8 percent as opposed to salaries which
was 78 per cent. This is phenomenal, so the student union has
to make up for what the university cannot provide.
5. The executive vicepresident is involved in student
services by acting as liaison
between student union and the
general manager. The vicepresident must ensure these services are what the students want.
This can be done by a number of
different ways. More contact with
people and holding surveys are
good ways.
6. The vice-president is
involved with approximately 90
societies on campus. In the past it
seems that communication
between the student union and
societies was not up to par. There
is room for a lot of improvement
and this can be done by giving
societies at the beginning of the
year a nice big package of information on how to run an event or
how to apply for a grant etc. I
would like to see more cosponsored events which will
improve the profile of each
society.
Societies bring diversified students together and this is very
important for improving one's
social awareness about other students. We benefit from having
soCieties on campus because
international student societies
always have events which are
quite enjoyable. This enables us
to take part in their culture and
learn as we are having fun.
7. I will be very involved
because I was involved in it this
year. I personally do not want to
give up that kind of liaison with
SUNS. The external affairs committee set up this year unfortunately lacked very severely in
setting up policy for the student
union. This year I would like to
see more of an active voice in
external policy. It is very important that the students set extern~! policy .
much more publicized. It's a
tragic situation. I think it's very
important that students understand that fifty per cent of instructional costs really means a
massive increase in tuition. If the
attitude that we are the primary
beneficiaries of education is
allowed to pervade then the
increases are going to be even
bigger and bigger as the government proceeds. The core curriculum has to be well examined
because we can't pass it off. It may
not effect third or fourth year students but we have to be responsible to the younger student
coming up through the system.
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I. I don't really think that
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or power struggles. As it stands
now there is a group of people
from different universities working together for the betterment of
all student life throughout Nova
Scotia.
5. I think that some of the
benefits pertain directly to the
Royal Commission hearings. We
have available to us through CFS
statistics from other schools. We
have a lot of support from other
schools across Canada because we
are in a region that has the highest per capita level of universities.
We are also in a region that has
the highest debt loads and the
highest tuition. Students in other
parts of Canada look towards
Nova Scotia as a rich kids' province and with the help of CFS
this can change. CFS makes it
aware to everybody that Quebec
tuiuons are $600 ro $700 a year
and ours is $1600.

that's a question you can ask
without biasing members of the
council. Over the past five years I
· have been involved in various different societies which are the
basis or grassroots of this university. Through experience with
those numbers of people I have
learned a considerable amount
about administrating groups of
people, and getting new ideas.
We have just been through the
executive positions on a smaller
scale.
2. There are three current
crises that the 1986-87 DSU council has to address. The first one is
the Royal Commission Report on
Higher Education. That's a key
problem we face right now. The
second crisis is that we need
increased society participation
and interaction with council.
This year there has been a marked
decrease in the amount of student
6. I think students have to
awareness and society participation. The third crisis- which is a
appreciate that the administralocal crisis - is housing.
tion is not our enemy. The stu3. I don't think politicians can
dents work with the adeffectively eliminate it without
ministration towards common
having a large public outcry
goals, the common goals being
because a large percentage of the
improved education, improved
university body relies on the burresource base and improved stusary system. We had a very good • dent life. The university is there
for us. I think the administration
march a few weeks ago regardless
of there not being anyone in Proappreciates us because without us
they would have no jobs. We have
vince House at the time. I think
to work together with the adminthe public understood where wf
were coming from. The public
istration in both the field of acacheered us all the way down and
demic and financial planning.
cheered what we were doing. We
They listen to our requests on
want an education but we don't
academic proposals and they
want to be paying for it until we
have implemented some of them.
are sixty-five. If bursaries are
They know the problems students face and they appreciate
eliminated it could cost upwards
of thirty-five thousand dollars to
them.
get just an undergrad degree. You
could have students carrying a
7. The solution to the number
debt load that they couldn't manone problem - the report on
age once they got out because
higher education - is that we
there are a lot of debts you incur
intend to lobby hard as a group
once you start your working
vis-a-vis SUNS and partly CFS,
career.
which has been done fairly suc4. I thought SUNS was very
cessfully this year. We intend to
effective during the recent
go after increased alumni an~
government lobby and I think a
communtiy support. The alumm
unified Nova Scotia voice is useis doing a great job and we would
ful to all students. Without it we
like to see it pushed a little harder
would become much more of a
because there are a lot of them out
fragmented society ~nd_ th_ere
there. We would also like to
would be considerable mhghung
increase public awareness,
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because the taxpayer ultimately
wants to see a good product at the
end. The second problem society participation - we think
societies would be improved by
being more effective channels of
communication. Right now
some of the groups aren't represented on council The international fraternity council, for
instance, represents over 250 people on campus but yet doesn't
have a voice.
8. One of the main issues we will
ne concerning ourselves with is the
Royal Commision on Post-Secondary education. Being more specific the maintenance of the bursary
program and the elimination of
any differential fees. We will
attempt to do this by working with
the administration instead against
the Campus unity and spirit is another issue as well as the housing
crisis and the high cost of living in
South-end Halifax.

9. I think all the student services provided by the university are
adequate or better than adequate
considering the current budget
squeeze. I don't think we can
hope to expect new programs to
be implemented but we have to
strive for the program maintenance we already have. We don't
want the library hours cut sometimes they should be extended
during exam hours. We don't
want to see student healrh eliminated. Those are key programs
which deserve to stay iu place.

I. Like my partner in crime, I
come from the ~ociety level. My
five years at Dalhousie have been
spent with societies, learning
how they work. I have held various executive positions in each. I
think they are more or less a
smaller scale of student union.
Working with people on any
level is good experience. This is a
biased question. There must be
an appreciation of people's interaction. Together, I think we have
ten years of experience within
campus life at the level that students come from.
2. This has been really important. As it stands now students are
definitely not aware of what is
available to them. Societies this
year have not utilized, to the fullest extent, grants that are available. There is a lot of money left
over that hasn't been touched
becaue the societies do not know
about all the services that are
offered to them. Again, this gets
back to the question of closer
interaction between societies and
the student union. It is because of
a lack of promotion on the part of
the student union and the student
council in getting their message
across to the societies.
The tools are in place to promote what is ·available. The
Gazette is by far the most effective
tool fvr communication. There
should be a big promotional blitz
at the beginning of the year in the
Gazette about the services that are
offered. Student representatives
for the societies should be more
involved with their societies.
3. Competition downtown
probably has a lot to do with it. In
the past Dalhousie has been part
of a block-booking system, which
helped to get the big names and
big acts into Dalhousie. I don't
know what happened to it. It was
an idea that worked well. Three
or four years ago we had supersubs that were sold out days in
advance. This has to be looked at
with more university involvement, interaction with Saint
Mary's and Acadia, as well as
society input.

4. I think the present vicepresident has shown that it is not
that difficult to combine the
inner workings of the student

union building and also stay
active with the politics that may
come about. The bus pass issue
was resolved, or at least, they have
made a great deal of progress on
it. There should be something
about it in September. The other
thing is the march on Province
House; that took a great deal of
time and effort. I don't think the
students have suffered within the
DSU. As it stands now there is a
good working relationship
between the workings of DSU
and the external oolitics.
5. The vice president 1sernally 1s to oversee any existing
projects and to OK any new projects or businesse~ that want to
come into the building for a certain time. Examples of this are
the exam registry, the walk-home
service and the second-hand
bookstore. It is my job to make
sure that these services function
properly. I have to ensure that
any profit-making business that
enters the SUB for example the
clothing sales, are all within the
guidelines set down by the DSU.
6. The vice-president is
ex<remely involved with societies.
This is probably first and foremost on his agenda. He is council
representative to the societies. He
has to make sure that societies
work together as a communitynot as it stands now which is different fragments with different
ideals and goals in mind. They
should also be working for the
general well-being of the university as well. Societies want to get
the members involved in activities that are being put on by the
students' union. I can't personally go chasing and attend every
society meeting but I think if I
make it clear to the societies'
representatives what their job is
and how they can get their society
members more involved, it will
keep the initial burst of enthusiasm maintained throughout the
year. This is healthy.
7. The position of external
V.P. covers most of that, but if
that person cannot handle it or if
anything goes wrong then it is my
job as the elected representative to
oversee and help out with what is
going on externally. l am not
autonomous from it.
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JAMIE MacMULLIN
I. I've been involved in student
council for the past two years at
Dalhousie. Last year I was a
member at large on council. I've
sat on several comminees including the external affairs comminee
and the entertainment comminee
and I got involved with the Students Union of Nova Scotia as
well last year. This past year I've
become the Howe Hall representative to council. Basically, that's
the society representation for
Howe Hall on the council. I've
been involved with several comminces lhis year as well; I've been
on the communications committee, the recruitment commiuee
and the finance comminee. As
well, from April to October this
year, I was deputy chair of the
Students' Union of Nova Scotia.
So I've been involved in that
capacity in external politics as
well.
2. One of the most important
things which is facing students
not only at Dalhousie but students all across Nova Scotia is the
Royal Commission on Postsecondary Education which was
released at the end of last year.
What we intend to do with the
Royal Commission is basically
look at it in great detail as a new
council; look at each and every
recommendation and decide that
the DSU's policy is going to be for
each recommendation. We'll
have to take into consideration
the policies of last year's council
They've already decided as to
what the policy is going to be. But
we feel that as a council, as representatives from the four corners of
the campus, the Howe Hall reps,
lhe Shirreff Hall reps, the Arts
reps, the Science reps, the Med
reps and the Law reps, we can get
together as a council and decide
what the position will be on certain issues particularly lhe possible implementation of the
Council on Higher Education
which the Minister of Education
has said he would like to see
implemented in this coming term
in the legislature. So that's going
to be the top issue with respect to
the Royal Commission. Overall
government funding, of course, is
another issue which would tie in

Sandra Bell
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with the Royal Commission as
well. The government factor is a
big factor in decisions.
3. The Royal Commission has
recommended that the bursary·
system be eliminated nd that it be
replaced by income-contingent
loan programs for the province of
Nova Scotia. What we would do
is to ensure that this does not go
through. In other words we
would meet with the Minister of
Education, we would say to him
we understand that the money is
geuing lower and that you don't
have any more money, the deficit
is high, all these are our concerns.
If you eliminate lhe bursary program that's going to cut down
accessibility in education. So our
first priority would be to ensure
that it wasn't.
4. I have been heavily involved
with SUNS over the past year.
SUNS is a very effective lobbying
vehicle. Recently, mere has been a
march organized by SUNS which
went down to the legislature. We
protested in it for post-secondary
education. I thought it was a very
good thing, very well organized;
it let the media know that we are
concerned about education, it let
the tax-payers know that we are
concerned with education; it let
the government know that we are
staying together on this issue. It's
up to SUNS to follow a line of
constant communication with
the Minister of Education.
5. CFS is made up of student
unions from all over the country,
so it is a much bigger lobbying
group than SUNS. There is a lobbying sector of CFS that lobbies
the federal government for such
particular issues as transfer payments and student aid programs.
It's a useful pan of CFS. There
has to be national organization to
do that. Another sector of CFS is
the services sector such as Travel
Cuts and student saver which to
the best of my knowledge have
been working very efficiently and
effectively to provide students
with these services. There has
been talk about the possiblity of a
new health plan for students.
Another area of CFS which I'm
very impressed with is the area

which has a good base of information as to what's been happening in campuses across the
country. For example, if we are
doing a march here at Dalhousie,
we can have an idea of how other
marches have been done elsewhere, the procedure for the
march and procedures for lobbying the government. The Speaker's program is another service
that provides a good information
base. All the unions that are
members of CFS have access to
these programs and I tend to
think that that's one functional
aspect of CFS that is really
impressive. However, I do see one
fault wilh CFS. The information
trickle from the executive and the
student unions' presidents that
make decisions does not seem to
be coming down effectively to the
grass roots students. It has been
with SUNS with the past because
of the Royal Commission because
of its high profile but in regard to
lhe CFS I've felt that my reps at
Howe Hall do not know that
much more about the CFS lhan
students do. Basically, I don't
know if that is a problem with lhe
organization or just one of communication. Hopefully, it is a
communication problem and it
can be rectified.
6. The role of students in any
univt:rsity is definitely a priority.
That's what the universities are
here for - to teach the young
people in Canada and students
play a high priority in the university system. There is no doubt
about it. With regard to the financial aspect- we have three Board
of Governors positions on the
student council as well as myself
as president, if elected. So that's
four positions on the BOG. We
do have significant input on certain issues in the BOG and on the
Senate, and a means to affecting
how things go through the BOG
and with the Senate. If at all possible, I'd like to see the student
members on both the BOG and
the Senate increase; I tend to
think there could be more student
participation. Again, we would
tend to use council very effectively next year. We feel that the
link between the Senators and the

academic constituency reps
should be bener; so lhat the Arts
rep can inform the senators as to
what is going on in the Faculty of
Arts, the problems in certain programs, with professors, or things
that are going well, with the
BOG , particularly affecting the
Howe and Shirreff reps as being
two areas of the ancillary budget
at Dalhousie and dealing with
financial aspects of the Dalhousie
campus. These two reps should
have more direct contact with the
BOG. We would set up bi-weekly
meetings between the senators
and these reps, thereby enhancing
communication.
7. We would work as a counCil. The council being a representative body from the four corners
of this campus. We as an exectutive would set the agenda for
council outlining what the issues
are and what the government
plans to do. We would meet the
society presidents to establish
links on that level because these
are the people that students have
put in office to represent them.
From there we would go to the
general meetings and express om
concerns there; and basically
through the Dal Dispatch, the
Gazette as well and CKDU. There
are other forms of direct consultation with the student population ,

8. The Royal Commission
has to be one of the most important documents that has arisen
over the past number of years. It
cannot be taken lightly - the
government is making plans to
implement one of the recommendations already. This has to be
one of the top issues facing students in Nova Scotia. We have to
ensure lhat any fundamental
changes that are made to benefit
students make the system more
efficient. It is a top issue along the
lines of government funding as
well.
9. We are very concerned with
the off-campus students here at
Dalhousie, specifically the first
year students. What we would
like to do is set up some kind of
program of assistance to first year
students coming to Dal.housie
through the orientation program
in which possibly you would
have one student assistant for
every 20 new students. We would
have to do this in consultation
with student services -'we have
not approached them in any official capacity. If elected, we intend
to do so. If we did do this, there
could possibly be a tie-in with the
housing service of the University
as well as other services such as
counselling.

SANDRA BELL
I. I've been involved in student
council at Dalhousie for three
years. My first year I was involved
in residence council at Shirreff
Hall as representative on the floor
on that council. This year, I've
been involved. I'm president of
Shirreff Hall so I've been actively
involved in student government
with student concerns in lhe
capacity of residence this year.
2. That's definitely a priority.
On council we have a large body
of students that are representative
of this campus and to ensure that
students of Dalhousie are made
aware of what's available, Jamie
and I would realize that council
on political issues as well as
entertainment issues. The services that are available on campus
can be advertised through the
council. They can use the representation of their specific societies
to take the information back to
the societies making sure that
they are doing that effectively. As
well I would personally make
regular stops at their meetings, to
let them know that I am available
as well and that the information
is coming from us as well. So it's
ensuring that the council is working with us as well, has the information and knows what is
a~~ailable as far as services go and
making sure that information
does get back to the societies.
3. I don't think it has taken a
back burner, I think that there is a
lot of potential, a lot of spirit at
Dalhousie. We believe that it is
there and hasn't taken a back
burner at all.
4. The students pay $100 a year
approximately for the services
they receive, and I think it is a
matter of them being aware of
what the services are and that the
services are there for them to use. I
think students like to see where
their money is going and in pro-

executive VP

viding services like that I believe
they will see, and if the services
are communicated to them then
they will use them more
effectively.
5. A key role. He or she has the
potential of finding out what students want and implementing
that. I think it is a serviceoriented position and in order to
provide a service that's effective •
for the majority of people, you
have to find out what the majority of people want to do. If
elected, my role would be finding
that exact question by utilizing
council representation and going
about implementing what the
majority wants.
6. We have representation
from four corners of the university, and there is a lot of potential
there to get input. My duty would
be to use this representation as
effectively as possible. The role of
societies is to represent certain
groups on campus and a representative of that group usually is
a member of council. They are
very important in terms of contributing to Dalhousie as a whole
and my role is to make them
aware of their whole input into
what happens at Dalhousie.
7. Jamie and I are a team so as
involved as he would be, I would
be as well. My concern is for students as a whole. My specific job
has separate dutie, than the president's role does but we are a team
and what concerns the presidential role will concern the vicepresidential role as well in terms
of our personal input as well as
my responsibilities and Jamie's.
The external issues are just as
much a concern to me as they are
to Jamie and I intend that wha
Lever is decided by council, we
would definitely represent as an
executive. I would also make
council reps aware of external
maners.
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How can you
save 33% on your
next train
ticket?
.·
0 Tryas a parcel.
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Diet for a month.
to get sent

Pretend
you're under 12.

The train's definitely the smart way to travel. Even smarter these days with Vl~s
new student fares. Just show us your student card and you're on your way, 1/3 richer.
Have a relaxing ride. Meet some new friends. And let the good trains roll!
For more information and reservations, call your Travel Agent or VIA Rail (no charge)
at 1-800-561-3952 between 6:00a.m. and 7:00p.m. or 1-800-361-7773
between 7:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. Vl~s student fares are available from February 10 to
May 31, 1986. Some conditions apply regarding dates of travel. Ask for details.
The student fares are restricted to college and university students.
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Board of Governors D Senate
D Board of Governors D Senat
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
The Board of Governors has two elected student positions.
This is the first tzme there h~ been f'i..VO places.
Its role is to oversee administ-raczve and financial issues in the
Dalhousie admini ~!ration 1 he Board is the forefront of deciding :
what to do about the university's defzcit.
I

DAVID McCARTHY
The life of every student on
campus is affected by the recent
report by the Royal Commission
on Education. Our latest demonstration march to the provincial
legislature was a tremendous success not only by the largest assembly of students present but by the
solidarity shown by the joining of
all other facets of the community
in voicing their concerns. The
two students to be elected to the
Board of Governors must in your
opinion be able. to represent your
concerns with consistency and
vigor.
The financial deficit of the university must be reduced but not at
the expense of lowering the quality and accessibility of education
to students. No student should
ever suffer the consequences of an
imposed reduction of services,
staff and programs that is currently being threatened by the
Commission's recommendations
in the report. I assure you that my·
strong representation of your
interests will be consistently
active.
It is apparent that the Board
must deal with the student Housing crisis. It cannot look at
increasing the accommodations
in the already crowded Shirreff
and Howe Halls. Capital investments must find their way into
meeting the needs of the student
population now. Improvements

· McCarthy

must also be made, where necessary, to the living standards of the
residences owned and operated by
the university. Last year a call for
the re-establishment of the Dalhousie Women's Committee of
D.S.U. was made and I shall
wholeheartedly support this and
any effort to improve women's
involvement on campus. Student
security, transportation and campus services should be maintained and improved upon. I look
forward to serving you on the
Board of Governors. I am confident of my abilities to lobby the
interests of D.S. U. io those whose
decisions affect us all.

JOLENE D. PATTISON

Jolene D. Pattison

The Student representatives on
the Board of Governors hold an
important position on Council.
They are the people who voice
your concerns to the decisionmaking body of Dalhousie University. Informed and responsible
representation is a necessity.
Many concerns will preoccupy
the BOG this year. Most impor-

TOM TAYLOR

I) What will be the effect upon
you of Dalhousie's administration having both a new president
and a new vice-president?
2) What will be the effect upon
you of having a student union
consisting, as may be the case, of
almost exclusively inexperienced
councillors?
3) What wiil be the effect upon
you of having an inexperienced,
rather than an experienced, student representative on the Board
of Governors if:
a) there was another difficult
faculty situation like the one
which happened in 1985?
b) the administration continues to cut faculty budgets?
c) your tuition fees continue
to be increased?
Such are the type of questions
which should be addressed during your assessment of the
candidates.
I) The effect of having both a
new president and vice-president
might be that ongoing student
concerns are lost or forgotten.
You need a student representative
with experience to actuate a
continuum.
2) If a largely inexperienced
council is elected, you need a student representative with experience to link students with
Council and the Board of

tam are the cuts in federal and
provincial funding to the universities. The BOG representatives
must lobby both levels of government for increased funding, and,
should cuts become necessary,
ensure that they are distributed
fairly. The students must also
fight at the Board level to maintain our tuition agreement for
future years.
A major priority for all student
politicians is the recommendations of the Royal Commission
on Post-Secondary Education.
Suggestions such as a core curriculum requirement and differential fees on a faculty basis would
mean an increased debt load for
most students. All students must
work together to ensure that these
recommendations do not become
government policy without careful consideration of the full
implications.
Finally, I feel the biggest
responsibility of any representative is to voice the concerns of the
student body. If elected I would
like to hear any issue students
would like to bring to the Board's
attention - that is what we are
here for.

Tom Taylor

Governors.
3) If another faculty / board
situation occurs, it is essential
that the divisive polarized positions which occurred last year
don't happen again. You need an
effective and experienced voice at
the Board to help you in this
regard.
I am a first year Law student. I
am presently a student representative on the Board of Governors.
My name is Tom Taylor.
Remember it.

SENATE
Senate has five members. Its remaining membership consists
of the university President, Deans and senior faculty.
Its function is to tie financial matters to academic planning.
Academic regulations are made by the senate.

DAISY McDONALD

I graduated from South Colchester High approximately a
decade and a half ago.
1985 was my first year at Dalhousie, enrolled in the Bachelor
of Arts programme full-time.

Dalhousie University has an
Adult Student Association
(D.A.S.A.) of which I am the President. The association is a group
of concerned (older than average)
students who offer assistance
(peer counselling, social activities and time) to those entering or
thinking about university. The
majority of these people have
been away from school for a
number of years and have unique
problems that they find hard to
handle on their own. Many are
faced with the problems that we
had to confront. We try to make
their adjustment just a little easier, passing on information about
how we dealt with some of our
problems.
Hopefully they will help solve
some of theirs.
I have three children who are
actively involved in learning at
St. Patrick's Alexander school in
Halifax. We live in the North End
and are active in our community.
I have accumulated over the
years a number of business and
communication skills. I worked
as a Community and In-store
Promotions Co-ordinator for a
business. Promotional and merchandizing activities were
responsiblilities of mine with
various businesses.

This is just a summary of some
of the activities I have been
involved with over the years. I
bring executive and people experience, and flexibility to the
Senate with me.
Concerns that I have are:
(I) lack of communication
there is on campus- between the
university and students - especially part-time. Are part-time
students aware that there is a seat
available for a rep. on Dal's Student union, the creation of scholarships for pan-time students.
(2) Tuition fees - increasing
- I will be affected not only from
a student's pocketbook, but a
parent's.
(3) Saturday classes, why not?
I ask sincerely for your vote.
Daisy McDonald

Senate D ·enate D Senate D
D Senate D Senate D enate
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K'IIY M . ~harp

For those of you who may be
unsure as to what the Senate is, I
would like to explain a little bit
about it.
The Senate is a· body responsible for making sure that students'
academic concerns are taken care
of in the best possible way.
One important issue is horizontal and vertical cutting of programs and faculties . Depending
on the cuts, this will effect stu-

dents in vario us ways.
Presentl y, a major issue that
will effect students is the Royal
Commission Rep ort. T here are
man y recommendations in th is
report that are o f concern a nd will
effect students academically.
All of the ma tters tha t are
passed in the Senate go to the
Board 'of Governors for a final
decision . As it stands now, there
are no faculty members sitting on
the Board of Governors. This is a
concern to students as they are not
represented academically in the
final decision-making processes.
Other issues that contribute to
the deterioration of academic
needs are: many overcrowded
classes, equipment not being
replaced, cutting of certain
courses and limited library hours .
These are major issues now of
which I am aware.
My· experience of one year on
Residence Council and two years
as a Residence Assistant at Shirreff Hall has given me the confidence and the ability to continue
servicing the needs of students at
Dalhousie on the Senate. Keeping
all of this in mind, make a
"SHARP" choice on March 17,
18, and 19.

DEAN DOLAN
My name is Dean Dolan and
I ' m a second-year political
science and/or history student
from Belfountain, Ontario. I am
seeking a position as a student
representative on the Senate of
the Dalhousie Student Union. I
am presently an R.A. in Howe
Hall.
The Senate is a body of approximately 300 members responsible
for "determining academic
responsibilities and priorities."
This task is carried out by a
number of committees composed
of senators and other members of
the DSU. Since only five of the
300 seats in the Senate are held by
students, it is essential that each
studem senator be able to effectively voice students' concerns.
An R.A. 's job is basically one of
communicating with and relating to a wide variety of people
and my experience here and as
President of my high school
would be invaluable in the
Senate.
My concerns for Dalhousie students next year centre, not surprisingly, on the implications of
the proposals of the Royal Commission on Post-Secondary Education in Nova Scotia,
particularly its implications for
out-of-province students. The

petitions me udmg the Moses M.
C-ody Dehaung Tournamem .
If elected, thne are a number of
i5sues that I. wish to tackle with
the utmost of priorit):
- there is a need for standariza tion of academic policy across the
't ire u~y- -~--.-...., . There shou ld be a grea ter
infl uen ce of the residences in the
sen ate
- we n eed grea ter security
around Shirreff Hall as well as
the rest of campus
- there is an immediate need
for bigger and better housing for
students at Dal
If elected to the Senate as a
representative of the student
body, I wish to confront issues
that primarily affect the student
body of Dal. I feel that my past
experience in student affairs
would be a major asset in achieving this goal.

RUNJAN SETH
Hi. My name is Run jan Seth. I
am a second year biology student
and an active member of the Dalhousie Science Society. I have
contributed to the growth of this
society and have the qualifications and experience to effectively
represent the students of Dalhousie in the Senate.
The acadmeic needs of Dalhousie students is my primary
concern. I have initiated a petition to extend library hours. Most
of Canada's major academic
institutions have their libraries

open until I :00 a.m., while their
tuition is much lower. Dalhousie
students should receive the academic services they pay for.
I would also like to reform the
Dalhousie examination registry
service. An anthology of examinations from previous years
would assist students in preparing for their exams.
The senate positon on DSU
involves a lot of work. If elected, I
am determined tusee an improvement in the quality of the academic resources available to
Dalhousie studems.

ADDESH MAGO
rectify injustices created by the
administration which affect us all
in some way. As of this moment I
have four major concerns which I
feel must be addressed:
I) Limited enrollment in
classes. We pay our tuition and
thus should be guaranteed of the
classes of our choice. The idea of a
"full class" should be replaced by
offering more sections.

I

Dean Dolan

implementation of the proposals
in this study would serve only to
promote further the regionalism
that is already a problem in this
country. In the face of the budget
cutbacks and fee hikes that seem
imminent in the coming year, I
will, if elected, do my best to
ensure that student concerns and
the quality of education remain
top priority on the senate.
Thank you for taking the time
to read this and please exercise
your right to vote next week.

Student Union
E-lections '·86
MARCH
1

The future is ours!! 1Elect Arun
K. Mathur as Dal Senator.
As you can see, my name is
Arun K. Mathurandiamacandi-

date in the upcom ing election>
for Da! S('natc I am a ~ccond vear
biochem istry 5tudent wJth the
will and determination to rcprc ·
ent the
I stusi.ellt"-~Y on the
senate. The s ~nate is a oody o f 300
members that formu lates the'at-adt>mic and some of the fi nancial
po licies of the u niversity. Due to
the fact that on ly five of the 300
members of the committee are
students , I feel we should elect
candidates that have the determination to effectively voice the
opinions of the student body.
I had a very extensive background in swdent affairs in high
school. I was treasurer of the stu dent council for three years,
chairman of a number of noted
committees involving extrac~<~r·
ricular and academic aspects of
learning. as well as a member of
the school debating team , in
which we own a number of com-

8 1 7 1 9

1 9 8 6
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Addesh Mago

My name is Addesh Mago. I am
a thrid year B.Sc. student majoring in math. While being a student here at Dal for the last three
years I have come to understand
and appreciate a good education
system. I believe there is a great
need for representation of student
'concerns and ideas in the administrative running of our
institution.
I feel the best and most effective
wav in which I can contribute to
the. business of this university is
to be an active member among
other representatives of the Dalhousie Senate. If I am elected to
the Senate you can be guaranteed
that I will fight on your behalf to

2) A marked increase of security measures on campus, such as
lighting and an increase of hired
security as well as student security
measures. I realize this isn't a
direct concern of the Senate yet as
a member of council I feel this is
an important issue which should
be addressed.

3) Extended library hours for
all library facilities on the campus eg,. Killam, Weldon and
MacDonald.
4) The accuracy of courses
offerd in the calendar should be
followed. If courses are to be
offered in alternate years, as stated
in the calendar, then the individual departments should honour
the commitment and stop leading
students on.
These are but a few of the issues
I feel strongly about. I believe my
experiences on numerous societies and clubs on and off campus
have give11. me the qualities
required to fill the position of a
student senator. On March 17, 18
and 19, make your mark for effective change. Vote Addesh Mago.

Special thanks to
Dal Photo members:
Mary C. Sykes
Sean Forbes
Todd K. Miller
Deepak Seth
Russ Adams

U nfor t u na te l y t im es have
changed and so have Ginsbergs
views He now be l ieves
meditation can fulfill the same
purpose Reading and discussing
the works of Kerouac Corso
Williams and of course his own
participants sat on gaily colored
cushions in a room resplendent
in brilliant shades of red and
orange In addition to the
readings Ginsberg assigned on
the spot composition exercises
and dtscussed his theory of
poetics Allen Ginsberg unlike

certain o ther former radica ls wno
have sold o ut to that mythical
world of commerce and reali ty
has maintained h is literary values
amidst the temptatio n s of
commercialism and right wing
conservatism Dont worry you
will never open the pages of a
glossy magazine and see Ginsberg
ogling Madonna although you
might see him hamming it up
with The Clash PS Practical
application of thf' Jack Kerouac
School of Dismenbo d ied
Punctuation

... t .

By GILLIAN McCAIN and
ROBIN SARAFINCHAN
Allen Ginsberg poet laureate of
the rock and roll generation
protege of William Carlos
"Williams chum of Jack Kerouac
William Burroughs and Neal
Cassidy faculty member of the
Jack Kerouac School of
Disembodied Poetics inheritor of
the tradition of Walt Whitman
foundmg father of the Beat
Generation literary idol to any
post punk band that sings of
angst and malcontent a Buddhist
in the modern 1986 tradition
sometimes singer star of Robert
Franks' counterculture classic
Pull My Daisy peace activist
onetime sometime all time icon of
young american rebellion is as
much a fixture of modern
prosepoetry as this sentence is
long "I wanted to be like
Rimbaud and just write perfect
things-slim volumes of perfect
things where every word would
be glittering and elegant and
brilliant and erotic and romantic
and mystical..." Allen Ginsberg
has certainly managed to put out
more than a slim volume His next
book leans more toward textbook
stze Last Thursday Ginsberg was
in the Mcinnes room at Dal for
the bentfit of the Naropa
Institute Based in Colorado the
Naropa Institute is a Buddhist
run educational institution and
have recently opened a branch in
Halifax Complete with incense
and mysterious musical red box
Ginsberg entertained the eclectic
audtence with an antismoking
anthem a blues and rap song with
occasional political and erotic
overtones a country song that did
no justice to Merle Haggard
accompanied by Steve Tittle and
James Faraday local musicians
who worked with Ginsberg when
he appeared here in 1975 they
made his almo~t nonexistent
musical talent presentable to the
public His spoken poetry and his
songs seem to contain more
humour and discontuity than his
earlier works like Howl and
Kaddish Ginsberg also offered a
workshop in twentieth century
open form poetics held on
Saturday at the local headquarters of the Naropa Institute on
Tower Road for For the course fee
of $30 are almost expected
Ginsberg to provide a fair supply
of mind expandirg drugs

Dalhousie Theatre Productions
presents

ANTIGONE
Sophocles
A OTP LaL Product.on

STUDI O 1
March 20 . 21 . 22
at 8 p m .
Tt c kets $4 & S6

She Stoops
to eonquer

Sunday
19:00 The Neville Tweed Show
Mostly reggae, with beat and art stuff,in front
of the electric fireplace.

Monday
18:00 HoJ Olf the Presses
New releases played in their entirety with
reviewer commentary.

Tuesday

by Oltver Goldsmtt h
SIR JAMES DUNN THEATRE

March 26 . 27 . 28 . 29
at 8 p.m
M attn ees Ma r 27 at 1 p m
M ar 30 at 2 p. m
Tt c kets S5 & $7 S6 & $8
Dalhouste Arts Centre Box Offtce
Phone 424-2646 • Charge Ltne 424-3820
For the best in exciting Theatre

I 0:00 Obscure Alternatives
With Charles Blair. From progressive pop to
eclectic jazz.

Wednesday
I 0:00 Finland and Beyond
With Mark MacLeod. A friendly path among
the distant, the familiar and the unknown.

Thursday
17:00 The Evening Affair
Host Mike Hymers/Mike Leger. Features:
"The Weave" - Books in Atlantic Canada
with Mary Jo Anderson. "Animals, Vegetables and Minerals" - The latest from the
world of science with Dr. Richard
Wassersug.
22:30 Fifth Hand MWlic
With Obviously David. Blues and Jazz for
the mind and body.

Friday
22:00 MWlic from the Wasteland
With Graham Fraser. Music with integrity
form the wastelands of our souls, our lives.

Saturday
08:00 Saturday Morning Musical Box
With Walter Kemp. Taking you through the
classical field in all its eras and
manifestations.
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Friday, March 14, 8:00p.m.
$12.50
Box Offtce Info
424-COHN
Charge-tt Ltne
424-3820

Hours Mon - Fn 10 00- 6 00
Sat 1200-600

I VISA M C pho ne oroers l
S1 00 per 11cket hanoh ng to
a max1mum of SS 00

Dalhousie Arts Dmtre · .\'<XIQ Scotia's oum.
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The Dalhousie Student Union.. Presents

Last Chance
To Dance with

Friday, March 14
Mcinnes Room, ·
9:00p.m.

S!w~~~~

/'-.

Jt) $~dttC'b o~ tbc

$1.00

ROCIIU

Horror
Picture

Show

Wednesday, March 19th
Monday, March 17, 7 p.m.- MciM .. Room

TU£SOAY, MARCH 18- 7 p.m., Mclnnea Room

America's Top Ghost Hunters

In Search of Dracula

;!)< "The Exorcist"
STUDENT - $3 ~r night, $5 for both nlghb
GENERAL PUBLIC - $8 ~r night, $10 for both nights

Two shows:
7:00 p.m. & 10:00 p.m.
Mcinnes Room

$2.00 ADMISSION $2.00

The Best Entertainment Value In Town!
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________SPORTS________
A famous
sport hero
Overtime
MARK ALBERSTAT
TO THIS DAY JOE LOUIS
is one of the most famous sports
heroes there ever has been. The
amount written about him
before, during, and after his
lengthy stint at the top of world
heavy-weight boxing is simply
staggering.
Chris Mead is the author of a .
' new biography of Louis called
Champion - joe Louis - Black
Hero in White America
(Scribners, $28.50, distributed in
Canada by Collier McMillan).
The book covers Louis' entire life
in such depth and interest that the
reader often feels that he or she
could, if possible, sit down with
Louis and discuss old times.
As the sub-title, Black Hero in
White America, suggests, the
book explores in detail the racism
Louis encountered in the allwhite arena of big-time professional sports.
T he journalists at the time
often picked up on Louis' skin
colour, calling him such things
as " the brown bomber", "the
dark dynam iter" or the "coffeecoloured-kayo-king." On almost
every page of the book, Mead
points out some o f the types of

racism Louis encountered.
"The stereotypical treatment of
Louis in the press indicated that
Louis had not yet won full respect
as a human being from white
sportswriters, and by extension,
the white public. By constantly
identifying him as a Negro, by
writing about him as a savage
animal or a sleepy-eyed southern
darkie, white writers defined Joe
Louis as different from themselves. But whites did accept
Louis as a celebrity and accepted
his victories over white boxers.
That was a new and important
ground, given the lack of other
black celebrities and the memories of Jack J ohnson."
The reader begins to realize the
nu mber of hours Mead put into
this book when they start reading
his descriptions of the major
fights in Louis's career.
Mead's blow-by-blow descri ptions of the title fights are trul y
unparalelled. If the reader were to·
read it aloud to someone, that person wou ld have a ring-side seat
for some of the greatest fights in
the history of the sweet science.
On a scale of one to ten, Champion ra tes a nine.

Top fou r on floor
THE CIAU MEN'S BASKETball championships are set for the
Halifax Metro Centre this weekend and the indications are that
any one of the final four teams
could take home the title of Canada's best university basketball
team. The action will begin at 6
p.m. on Friday, March 14, with
the defending champion Victoria
Vikings playing the Saskatchewan Huskies. This game will be
followed by the Waterloo Warriors and the Western Mustangs
game at 8:30 p .m.
The consolation match will go
at 12:30 p.m on Saturday afternoon with the championship
game slated for 3 p.m. on
Saturday.
The Dalhousie Tigers lost a
close 67-64 decision to Saskatchewan in the mid-west regional and
as a result Dalhousie lost its
chance of having the hometown
team in the Final Four.
Below is a brief description of
the fou r teams that will be competing at the Metro Centre this
weekend.
The University of Saskatchewan
· Huskies
A Canada West finalist, the
Huskies got hot near the end of
their season to fi nish fourth in the
league, having struggled during
the first half of the year. T he team
is making its journey to Dal-

housie courtesy ot Its three-pomt
defeat of the hometown Dalhousie Tigers in the first round o{
the regional tournament and its
subsequent 13-point victory over
number one ranked Manitoba.
Leading the Huskies' drive to
the Final Four is All-Canadian
Byron Tokarchuk, a six-footnine centre, who averaged 17.5
points per game this year, along
with 8.9 rebounds, and who managed a 70.9 free throw percentage.
Also starring for the Huskies is
Kirk Jones, who averaged 12.1
points per game and four
rebounds per outing.
A highlight of the Huskies'
surprising season had to be their
76-74 defeat of the CIAU champion Victoria Vikings in the
Vikes' gym at the Canada West
semi-final. Their subsequent 10point loss to Lethbridge did
nothing to dampen their spirits
heading into the regionals.
Ranked 12th at the end of the
season and 22-13overall, the Huskies hope the roller coaster will
stop right at the top for them at
Metro Centre.
The Universi ty of Waterloo
Warriors
After being ranked number one
in Canada in November and
December, the Warriors' performance fell upon hard ti mes in

January as December exams and
injuries tore the core out of the
club.
Mike Moser Memorial Trophy
w_inner Peter Savich had a spur
removed from his heel, while
seven-foot Randy Norris was kept
out of action as a result of a cartilege injury to his left knee. Despite the odds, however, the
Warriors rallied to finish second
in their conference. The Warriors
were 8-4 in league play and 23-J 2
overall.
Leading the squad was the sixfoot-four, 200lb. Savich, who is
the all -time Warrior scoring
leader, with over 3100 points in
his five-year career. Two other
outstanding Warriors are sixfoot-six Paul Boyce whose 18
PPGA and 10 rebounds per game
helped spark the men from
Waterloo to the Final Four, and
six-foot-three Rob Froese, who
led the CIAU in both field goals
and free throw percentage in
1985.
T he Warriors, who are coached
by las t year's CIAU Coach of the
Year Don McCrae, have been in
the Final Four for the last three
years and in 1975 won the
Nati o nal Champions h ip. In
total, Waterloo has been in the
Nationals eight times in the past
II years and have fi nished third
or better six times.
continued oo page 22

Tigers off to ClAUs
THE DALHO USIE TIGERS
men's and women's volleyball
tams will be at the University of
Moncton this weekend to compete in the CIAU championships.
The women Tigers, who qualified for the CIAU championships
by virtue of their AUAA championship ti tle, which they won
two weeks ago, are ranked seventh in the single elimination
tournament. The Tigers' firs t
match wi ll be against the Universi ty of Sherbrooke at I p.m. on
Thu rsday, March 13. Sherbrooke
is seeded nu m ber two in the
tou rnament.
O ther fi rs t round matches in
the women 's event include
number-six ranked Victoria playing number th ree ranked Manitoba, fifth ranked Laval meeting
fourth ranked Ottawa, and topranked Winnipeg playing the
host team, eighth-ranked Moncton . All the first round matches in
both the men's and women 's
championships will be held on
Thursday with the semifinals and
finals slated for Friday and Saturday respectively.
In the men's tournament, the
eighth-ranked Tigers will play
top-ranked British Columbia on
Thursday. The Tigers advanced
to the championships as a wild
card selection after Dalhousie's
upset loss to Moncton in the
AUAA finals. Other first round
matches in the ·men's champion-

ship include number five Waterloo and number four Manitoba,
number three Winni peg and
number six Laval and number
seven ranked Moncton will p lay
second ranked Saskatchewan.
The Dalhousie men's squad
finished fou rth at last year's
CIAU championships while the
Dalhousie women placed eighth.

Fitness
finale on
Saturday
The second annual Fitness
Finale will be held on Saturday
from 6:00 p.m until midnight.
This event celebrates the wrap-up
of an exciting intramural season
and will involve pool, competitive and novelty events.
Team and individual awards
will be presented at the end of the
evening. Limber up for the limbo
competition, which is to be fol i
lowed by a Krazy Shorts contest.
This "midnight madness" will
follow a light luncheon of food
and drink.
The evening promises to be a
great time so come on out and
support your favorite faculty or
residence!

Tiger captian Neal Megannety attempts to thread the Moncton Blue Eagles' defense in Sunday's championship game. The
Tigers lost the game but were picked as a wild card for the regionals in Toronto. Photo by Sean Forbes, Dal Photo.

Blue Eagles down Tigers at forum
By MARK ALBERSTAT
WHAT THE DALHOUSIE
Tigers did to the UPEI Panthers
two weekends ago at the Dal rink,
the University de Moncton Blue
Eagles did to the home-town Tigers this past weekend at the
Halifax Forum.
Going in to the weekend's

Atlantic Universities Hockey
Conference finals in Halifax,
Dalhousie was up one game to
none in the best-of-three series by
virtue of their 8-4 win over the
Blue Eagles in Moncton on Wednesday. At the Forum, however, it
was a different story as the visitors ·
won two back-to-hack games
with scores of 9-7 and 9-4.

Dalhousie, however, is not finished their season, as they have
been picked as a wildcard in this
coming weekend's regional in
Toronto. The Dal squad will be
playing the York Yeomen. The
Moncton Blue Eagles advance to
play the Laurier Golden Hawks.
So far the team got a lot further
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than anyone expected and
accomplished more than anyone
thought they would, so I think we
have to look it as a successful
year," said Dalhousie hockey
coach. Darrell Young following
Sunday's loss.
The Tigers kept the score even
at two in the first period with two
goals from Jamie Jefferson at the

1:29 and 18:40 mark. The first
goal was low on the glove side
from a picture-perfect pass from
Greg Royce, while the second
goal was over the Monc~on netminder's left shoulder. Between
the two Jefferson goals, Moncton's Eric Cormier and Claude
Lefebvre each scored once.
Tiger goalie Peter Abric, who
played the entire series, was kept

more than busy through the
opening from as he saw 17 shots
on goal. Through the game,
Abric received a total of 53 shots.
Dalhousie had a total of 24 shots.
The second and third periods
were more or less owned by
Moncton, as they increased their
total to six by the end of the
second while the Tigers' total
climbed to two. Scoring for
Moncton were Claude Gosselin,
Francois Sills, Claude Vilgrain,
and Gatien Dumolin. Dalhousie's lone goal came from Kevin
Quartermain, with Terry Crowe
and Jerry Scott in on the assists.
The fir.al frame was icing on
the cake for Moncton as they
scored three times. Gosselin, Viigrain, and Dumolin each scored
once. Scoring for the Tigers was
Kevin Reynolds on the power
play.
"Once you start playing catchup hockey with Moncton it's
pretty tough. We tried to play
catch-up in the second game and
we couldn't and today we
couldn't again. They are just so
explosive that they can get one or
two quick ones on you, and that's
it.
"I would say speed and explosiveness rather than defense were
their keys. We had good defence
on some of their goals," said
Young.

In genenl, :\1oncton showed
their speed and talent, which ultimately resulted in a the high
shots on goal total for the Blue
Eagles. It should be pointed out,
however, that the Blue Eagles did
not control the puck well in their
own zone and the Dal squad capitalized off of that aspect several
times throughout the games.
In Saturday's game, Quartermain scored twice, including the
Tigers' sixth goal, tying the game
at the end of the second. Crowe
scored on'ce and assisted once,
Jerry Delaney scored and assisted,
while Royce, Reynolds, and
Whitney Richardson all did the
same. Claude Lefebvre scored
three times, Vilgrain twice and
Alain Richard, Serge Amyot,
Francois Boudreau, and Henri
Marcoux each scored once for the
Blue Eagles.

Tigers do
well at
ClAUs

THE DALHOUSIE TIGERS
women's swim team placed seventh while the men's team placed
tenth at the CIAU Swimming and
Diving championships held at
Laval University last weekend.

PERFORMING: Monday thru Saturday, 9:00pm

The Lord Nelson Beverage Room
Spring Garden Road
For more information & reservations call; 423~31
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Opening Friday, March 14th at a Famous
Players Theatre near you, check local listings.

The women Tigers were IPd b)
Mane Moore, who captured three
silver medals and established two
new A l AA records in the I 00metre and 200-metre bunerfl).
Moore won a silver in the two
bunerfly events and the 400-metre
freestyle.
The women'!> rela) team of
Heather Kaulback, Susan Duncan, Jennifer Davidson and
Moore finished fourth in the 400metre medley relay and also set a
new AUAA record in the event.
Individually, Kaulback placed
seventh in the 200-metre breast
stroke.
The University of British .
Columbia claimed the top spot in
the women's event with a 435
point total, while Toronto was a
close second at 429.
In the men's championships,
Dalhousie's Darryl Dutton
placed sixth and eighth in the
400-meue individual medley and
the 200-metre backstroke respectively. Dutton also established a
new A UAA record in the Medley
race.

Sorry ...
The Gazette spc.rts department
would like to apologize to Todd
Miller for leaving out his photo
credit on last week's basketball
photo.

Women's football
PICTURE A BLUE SKY ON A
sunny summer weekend day. Picture a foptball spinning lazily
through that sky in a perfect spiral. Now picture a receiver
squinting up against the sun,
hands open to receive the ba ll.
You may have visualized a
male figure, but women aren't

out of the football picture.
And if the organizers of a weekend workshop for women in
touch football, slated to take
place April 4 and 5, have any say,
they'll be even more in the picture
this summer.
0\·er

teams participated in the Metro
Touch Football League last
summer. The April clinic, operated by the Nova Scotia Amateur
Football Association with the
support of Fitness and Amateur
Sport Women's Program and the
Canadian Amateur Footba l l
Association, is designed to
increase women's participation

GENERAL AND ACADEMIC BOOKS
SPECIAL ORDERS PLACED WORLDWIDE
UNI\'ERSITY MEMENTOES A="D PARAPHER="AL.IA
tLASS AND SCHOOL RINGS
Crested Items:
Mugs and Glassware, Desk-top and Stationery Items, jewellery and
Crests, All Types or Clothing, Dalhousie Ties and San<-s.
University Canls and Notepaper
6136 University Avenue

Save, Too!---- -- -
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It's as easy
as renting
a Ryder truck,
one way.

(Lower l..e,cl, Student l ' num Bwldmg)

Compare costs before you make plans for moving at the end olthe semester.
H you're 18 or older and have a valid driver's licen.o;e, you can use a Ryder truck, rent-n-here.Jeave..jt-tbete. Load

Halifax, Nova S(.'Otia B3H 4J3

up your stereo, I()..speed, clothes; everytbmg. You'll still have room. no doubc, for one or two friends with their
th"'&' 10 sbate thar oost.
Compare that to the pnce of a plan hcket. Or even a bus. Plus shipping.
Rent a newer truck from the best-maintained, most dependable Oect in the world- Ryder The best truck money
can rent
For mformauon and FREE Mover's Guide can·

465-2100

involved in the local league, as
well as possibly leading to the formation of leagues in other pans
of the province.
Picture that summer sky one
more time. If you'd like to put
yourself in the picture, contact
Ted Meldrum, Nova Scotia Football 's Development Coordinator,
at 425-5450.

I 00 women on seven

Move Yourself,
All Your Stuff,

---- ---And

in touch football by offering
skills instruction for players as
well as instruction for females or
males interested in administering, coaching, or officiating
women's touch football.
Organizers are hoping for at
least 40 participants and wou ld
like to see the clinic result in an
increase in the number of women

IR I

(902)424-2460/ 2461

RYDER TRUCK RENTAL

Apphcallons solicited from
students of every dtsctphne
for the pos1t10n of

Assistant Ombud

3:00p.m
FINAL FOUR CIAU
CHAMPIONSHIP FINAL
Halifax Metro Centre

(Honorarium)

Submit applications & a resume
to:
Dean of Student
Services, Room 124.
Arts & Administration
Building

AWAR D PRESENTATIONS

Sunday, March 16
l:OOp.m .
Hentage Classic All -Star Game
Dalplex

Applications
close NOON
ARCH 24
1986

BROUGHT TO YOU BY:

'""''0c=

. ." i1'-4.- -. - - - - - - f\t'I'Mtl

(f.1canVERsEJ

Thursday, March 13
7:00p.m.
Converse/CIAU All-Canadian
Reception
Halifax Sheraton
Banquet to follow.

9%/C...-!s£:!! C fX) "+
Canadian Pacific S:-4 Air Lines
- - W jus/ krrp ~:rth11.~ bf'llrr.

Friday, March 14
Halifax Metro Centre
6:00p.m.

~
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Vktoria V.kings
Vs
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AVIS

8:30p.m.

Waterloo Wa<rio<> " "
Vs

...

!i'« tAmy ·~
fllu
..it~ .Af.oon

Saskatchewan
Huskies

- -.

CHNS ~~~~ 96

w.mon

W

We<tem Mu...,ngs

Saturday, March 15
12:30p.m .
FINAL FOUR CONSOLATION
FINAL
Halifax Nletro Centre

GAME TICKETS
Lower bowl: $10 adults;
$6 students, children, seniors
Upper bowl: $6 adults;
$4 students, children , seniors
T1ckets on ~ l e now at Me tro CE'ntrt• ,mci
a ll ATS outlet s. 75¢/flc ket hanci hnl(
ch.uges at Scot1a Square, B.tye" Ro.tci
ShopJ>Ing Ce ntre, IGA- MICM.!< M,tll,
Bt•\ t For Less. Sackv1ll e Town Ce ntre.
To r h.ul(e t1 c ktot\ hy pho nt• th roul(h VI ~A
or MJ \tt•r<.uci . t .lll ('l02l 4 >1· 111 1
($I h,mcilmK c h.UI(<'ill< kt•t up to
'"•'" mum of $4)

*Joill . . 1A 1986-87 for - r C...tellJIJ.al T. . r*

We offer a vide variety of graduate progra_.,a in three Arta Faculties
- Buaineaa, Humanitieo and Social Sciancea •
Both doctoral and maater'a progra.aeo are offered
• Anthropology
a Buainua
- ~~3 :~r of ~~!ine s 1 Ad~ini•t T ation
- Ph . D. i n MAnagement Science/Syate..
• Claalica
• !.oonollico

in:
• !ngl1ab
• Riatory
• Philoaoohv
• ~eligiouo . Studies
• Sociology

Master'• programmes are offered in :
a French
• Cenaan
• Music Criticism
• Phyaical Education (Adapted Human Biodynallica)
a Political Science
• Social Welfare Policy
Teaching Aaaistantahipa and Scholarships are videly available for entering
and continuing Master' a and Doctoral student a.
Supple-ntary award a to
recognized vinnera of SSRRC and OGS acholarahipa vill be available in
1986-87 to entering atudenta and vill be renewable.
For further

information write to the Department of your choice or to :
Mr. J.A. Williamson, Secretary
School of Graduate Studies
M<OMaater University
1280 Main Street West
Hamilton, Ontario, L8S 4L8

You ••Y also call :

( 416) 525-9140, ext. 4204 •

.
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... more of the final fou r

The University of Victoria
Vikings
Back in Halifax once again for
the Final Four, the Vikings are
gunning for their seventh consecutive National title.
Led by All-Canadian and
National Team member, veteran
Cord Clemens, Victoria has to be
considered the team to beat by all
other Final Four entrants.
Despite losing standout Phil
Ohl to graduation, the Vikings
had a large nucleus of returning
players and a great deal of depth
on the court. With perhaps fewer
individual stars than the Vikings
of old, the squad put forth a great

team effort to get them all the way
acros the country to Halifax for
the Finals.
The Vikings had a hot and cold
season, due main ly to the back
problems which p lagued Clemens. T hey finished first in Canada West with a 9-1 record, but
lost to Saskatchewan in the CW
semifinals.
It was a reprieve for the squad
to be invited to the regionals and
they took full advantage of the
opportunity, topping St. Francis
Xavier 80-77 in the preliminary
round and going on to dump
Lethbridge in the championship
game 79-59. The Vikings ' tough
defense proved to be their ace card

against the Pronghorns as they
forced them to take poor percentage shots from the outside.
We welcome the Victoria Vikings as they make an unprecendented ninth straight trip to the
Final Four.
The University of Western Ontario Mustangs
The Mustangs 1875-86 season
have to be the Cinderella Team of
the CIAU this season. Not a great
deal was expected from the team,
due mostly to their height , or lack
of it. During their 18-game exhibition schedule, Western won
only half of their games, but
seven of those losses were by four
points or less. The Mustangs sent

a message to their AUAA counterparts that they would in fact be a
force to be reckoned with. Western dropped their first game of
the regular season but exploded
in their next eight outings winning nine straight in securing
first place in the OUAA West
with a 10-2 record. The hot hand
of Chris Cavender and the addition of Terry Thomson (who was
filling in for the injured Greg
Moore) helped turn the corner for
the Mustangs. With their victories at the Acadia Regionals, the
" Cinderella" Mustangs have
posted a 22-12 overall record during 1985-86.
Without a doubt the quickest

man on the court, Kevin Armstrong's a·ggressive style of play
and his hustle have added the
spark that had landed Western
into the Final Four. Armstrong,
the quarterback of the Mustangs,
is the stabilizing force on the
floor. The five-year veteran is
responsible for making things
tick on backcourt and although
not known for his offensive prowess, averaged over six points per
game during this season's campaign. The Truro, Nova Scotia,
native is no slouch in the
rebounding department, averaging 4.4 rebounds over the 32game schedule.

Used & Rare Books

COLLEGE GRADUATE

BACK

PAGES

PURCHASE OR LEASE
PROGRAM

S400~00
PURCHASE OR LEASE
AU..OWANCE
DIRECT FROM FORD

SPECIAL
CREDIT TERMS
from
FORD CREDIT

Phone TOLL FREE for complete information:

1-800-387-5535
OFFER EXPIRES AUGUST 31, 1986

1520 Queen St.
Halifax

IIi
TRAVEL I
CUTS
I

I

ilf!F11i
~~~i
GOING

I

I

lvouRWAY!I

I AIRLINE TICKETING I
I ~~s_:r~RDAM v~_~_!H!~-REs_ l
I _E:!_~S~~AS CHARTERS I
INTERNATIONAL
I
ID CARD
I1 - STUDENT
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II
STUDENT
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Drive away a 1986 Ford or Mercury!
Ford Motor Company of Ca nada. L• mrted • Ford Credtl Canada Ltmtled · Oakville Ontano L6J ~E 4
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STUDENT WORK -- ~
ABROAD PROGRAM
SUNSPOT VACATIONSI

WORLD STUDENTFUGHTS

TRAVEL CUTS

HALIFAX
Student Union Building
Dalhousie University
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3H 4J2
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_______CALENDAR _______
elsewhere are joining to make the fast an
international sign of solidarity. Students
from local universities are organizing a fast
to take place in Halifax at the AtlantiC
School of Theolog), March 14 -8:00p.m
to March 16, 1:00 p.m.
For more informauon contact Elame,
423-3428.

e GAZETTE STAFF MEETING -at 4:00
p.m. in the Gazette office, 3rd floor, SUB.

• SERMON - Dr. Graham Leonard, the
Bishop of London, at King's: 5:00p.m. Sermon in the Chapel - "In the Image of
God - The Christian Understanding of
Man." 8:00p.m.- address in the Haliburton Room - "The Mind of a Christian The Discipline of the Intellect."

• CUSO - jobs in developing countries
- Do you have the skills and experience
being sought for the positions cutrently
open in many developing countries? For
more information contact Connie , 'unn,
Room 12·1, A&A Building, 424-2404 or ·1256747.

e PUBLIC LECTURE - A senes of free
public lectures on environmental conservauon continues this week at the McMechan Auditorium, Killam Library,
Dalhousie University. Peter Jacobs from
the University of Montreal will discuss
"The World Conservation Strategy, Ten
Years Later" on Thursday , March 13 at
12:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome. The talk
is sponsored by the Institute for Resource
and Environmental Studies, Dalhousie
Uni\·ersity.

e CARIBANZA '86 - will be held on
March 15 in the Mcinnes Room at the Dalhousie Student Union Building starting at
7:00 p.m. Tickets are S8 for members and
$10 for non-members. For more information call 423-3035.

e VOLUNTEER CHAUFFER - 'Veith
House requires the services of a volunteer
with a valid chauffeur's license. Help is
needed Tuesdays and Thursdays to transport seniors and pre-school children to and
from various House and communit) programmes. Travel is via a 14-seat passenger
van, and there is room for flexibility in
hours.
Interested individuals are encouraged w
contact Veith House at 453-4320.
e DAL COUNSELLING CENTRE - is
offering a program on how to relax and
think clearly during tests and exams. This
free, five-session program will be conducted at the Counselling Center of Dalhousie University, and will include
physical relaxation, mental coping and
exam writing techniques.
For further information, phone 4242081 or come to the Counselling Centre on
the fourth floor of the Student Union
Building.

e ACADEMIC SEMINAR SERIES- Dr.
Tim Shaw will speak on "The Economics
and politics of Southern Africa." Seminar
paper available at Centre beforehand. 4:30
p.m., Seminar Room, Centre for African
Studies.

FRIDAY
e SYMPOSIUM- The School of Library
Service and the Institute for Research in
Public Policy, Dalhousie University are
pleased to announce a symposium
entitled: "Libraries and Information: A
Future Agenda" on Friday, March 14th,
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Speakers: Mr.
Michael Gorman, Director, General Services, University of Illinois; Dr. John Black,
Chief Librarian , University of Guelph; Dr.
e THE UNITED CHURCH COMMUNL.G. Vagianos, Institute for Research on
Public Policy, Dalhousie. Location: _..ITY AT DAL - A gathering of people,
seeking new ways of being spiritually alive
Auditorium-North Branch, Halifax City
in today's world. Open to all students,
Regional Library, 2285 Gottingen Sueet.
faculty and staff. Room 314, SUB, 7:00
This lecture is open to the public.
p.m.
e PEARSON LECTURE SERIES e BOURBON STREET POETRY
Speaker: Dr. Bill Bower (Colombia UniWORKSHOP - A creative discussion of
versity) Topic: "Health Education and
poeple's writing. I :00-3:00 p.m. in Room
Community Development in the Third
I 00 of the Dal S. U .B. Open to everyone.
World". MacMechan Auditorium, Killam
Library, Dalhousie University . Co• BISHOP of London at King's: 11:00
sponsored by I.E.C. Time: 4:40 p.m.
a.m. ~rmon in the Chapel - "The Image
Renewed - the Christian Hope for Man
e DAL HISTORY DEPT. SEMINARand Creation."
Cynthia Neville (MSV, History) - "Late
Medieval Border Law", 3:00 p.m. in the
History Seminar Room No. I, 1411 Seymour St.

e PSYCHOLOGY DEPT. COLLO·
QUIUM - Dr. Harold Gordon, Western
Psychiatric Institute and Clinic, University of Pittsburgh, on "The Basis of Specialized Cognitive Function: Neuroanatomy or Neurochemistry?" At 3:30p.m.
in Room 4258/ 63 of the L.S.C.
• P.S.A. - The Bishop of London at
King's: 8:00p.m., Address in the Haliburton Room, "The Body of a Christian- the
Celebration of Flesh."

SATURDAY

~'WmtM®ftJi•H:MW..~&Z®·&W.tw&&WW':W®l

• BISHOP of London at King's: 2:00p.m.
Address in the Haliburton Room- "The
Heart of a Christian - the Devotion of the
Spirit."

SUNDAY
e UNIVERSITY MASS - the Dalhousie
Catholic Community will celebrate Sunday mass at 7:00p.m. in the MacMechan
Room of the Killam Library. All are welcome. Weekday masses are celebrated in
Room 318, S.U.B. at 12:35 p.m.

• MASS -At the Kings College Chapel,
II :00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. All welcome.

e CHESS CLUB-7:00p.m., Dal Chess
Club, Room 316.

TUESDAY
w.tttw"""·'·""'·"'#iiruiiMm£aWJMEWWWWMI.%1Wl!'t'W4l
• DAL SIMULATIONS AND GAMES
ASSOCIATION - Interested in fantasy,
science fiction, and historical gaming?
Fmd opponents and try new games at the
Dalhousie Simulations and Games Association. Meetings are held every Tuesday
night in Room 319 of the Student Union
Building, starting at about 7:30p.m. Everybody is welcome.

e ACADEMIC SEMINAR SERIES Mafa Sejanamane (Graduate student, Politcal Science, Dalhousie) "The January
Coup and Recent developments in Lesotho: Liberation or Change of Task Masters?" 4:30 p.m, Cemre for African Studies
Lounge.

THURSDAY

::;

.y)}~

.

e GAZETTE STAFF MEETING- at 4:00
p.m in the Gazette office, 3rd floor, SUB.

e BIO DEPT. SEMINAR - Charles Lessman, Department of Biology, St. Francis
Xavier University, Antigonish, N.S. "Con-

trol Mechanisms in Oocyte Maturation. "
Room 2830, L.S.C., 11 :30 a.m.

• ART SHOW - A show of paintings by
Andrea Johnson, entitled My Summer
Vacation, is now on display at the Cafe
Prague, in the Brewery, Halifax, until
April 30.These paintings are landscape
images of a summer holiday in Prince
Edward Island.
Andrea Johnson is a graduate of the
Nova Scotia College of Art and Design.

e LECTURE - The School of Library
Service, Dalhousie University, presents a
lecture entitled: "Technical Services:
Future Prospects" on Thursday, March
13th, at 7:30 p.m. Mr. Michael Gorman,
Director, General Services Department,
University of Ilinois at UrbanaChampaign. Location: MacMechan Auditorium, Killam Library, Dalhousie
University . This lecture is open to the
public.

e SUPPORT GROUPS -

Thursday, March 13th at the Political
Science Lounge, A&A Building. 3:30 p.m.
- Film on the Contras in Nicaragua (28
min.). 4 p.m. - Speaker- Ashley Hewitt
(Deputy Director, Office of Planning, U.S.
Department of State) "U.S. Policy in Central America."

A support
group concerned with meeting the emotional needs of physically disabled young
women has been formed in the Metro area.
The group is a means of helping young
women who may feel isolated to get in
touch with each other.
Women who are interested in joining
the group, or who would like more information, can contact Ms. Mahen, 1200
Tower Road, Halifax.

e PEARSON LECTURE SERIES -

e SELF HELP GROUP- There is now a

e POLITICAL SCIENCE SEMINAR -

charitable non-profit Canadian organization of stutterers and anyone else interested
in this problem. This group, "Speakeasy",
was formed so that stutterers would have a
nation-wide network for mutual assistance
and comunication.
For more information about this selfhelp group please write to: Speakeasy, 95
Evergreen, Saint John, N.B., E2N 2H4.
e PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT- Francis Stewart will give a public reading of his works on Saturday,
March 15 at 7:30p.m . in the Art Gallery,
Saint Mary's University. The reading is
part of a Spring Lecutre Series honouring
the new D'Arcy McGee Chair of Irish Studies established at Saint Mary's University .
Admission is free and the public is welcome to attend.

Speaker: Gloria Nikoi, Senior Fellow,
Pearson Institute and Ex-Foreign Minister
of Ghana). Topic : "Women in Development in Africa: After Nairobi". MacMechan Auditorium, Killam Library,
Dalhousie University. Time: 4:30 p.m.

e BIO DEPT. SEMINAR - Alan Fraser,
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Universite de Moncton. "Unusually
Large Mitchondrial DNA from the Native
Scallop, Placopecten Magellanicus".
Room 2830 , L.S.C., 11:30 a.m.

ALSO
•

·;:-s·-·.·-···::::t:·

e STUDENTS FOR PEACE IN NICARAGUA - The International Fast for Peace
in Nicaragua March, 1986. Show your support and solidarity for the people of Nicaragua. In May, 1985 students from Oxford
University, England held a fast to show
their support for the people of Nicaragua
and to protest the United States policy
toward Nicaragua. This year groups in
Europe, North and South America and

e PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT- Extend-a-Family Halifax would
like to hear from £amities or individuals
interested ·in becoming friends with a disabled child.
"There's a need in your neighbourhood
" -so please get in touch with the Extenda-Family coordinators at 423-9464.
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YAMAHA A-420
STEREO I~TEGRATED AMPLIFIER
50 Watts/channel RMS • .015% T.II.D. • Low 1mpedance drive
capability • Variable loudness control • MMIMC Cartridge selector.
You won't find a better amp for the money!
MSL $318

$249.

AMPLIFIER
105 Watts/channel RMS • .005% T.II.D. • Auto class A
power circuitry • MM/MC phono sections • Record out
selector • Variable loudness control. This Amp is loaded
with useful features and delivers lots of clean power at
the incredible price of only ....

$4 9 9.

MSL $598.

YAM AHA CDX-3
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
3 Beam laser pickup •
Programmable random access
playback • Index search •
Double resolution digital filter
• 88.2Kllz sampling • 3 way
DIGITAL AUDIO
music search • Multi-function
LED display • This machine is
the latest in technology from
one of the real leaders in the
CD field at a super low price. MSL $448.

[Q}Oo~~
$399.

YAMAHA A-520
STEREO I~TEGRATED AMPLIFIER
YAMAHA T-720 AM/FM TUNER
Computer servo lock tuning • 20 station random access preset tuning
• 3 way multi status station memory • Auto search tuning • 10
segment LED signal quality meter.
MSL $368.

$298.

75 Watts/channel RMS • .01% T.H.D. • MM/MC cartridge selector •
Record out Selector • Variable loudness control • !Ieavy duty speaker
connection terminals • Low impedance drive capability. All this and
famous Yamaha quality at a terrific saving!
MSL $438.

$349.

YAMAHA YV-1000
HI-FI STEREO VIDEO
CASSETTE RECORDER
III FI Video that sounds great! VHS Hi-Fi •
Multichannel television sound • Yamaha
video noise reduction circiut • Radio/TV
simulcast capability • 181 channel cable
ready • Wireless remote control • Audio
~~-:Jill· dubbing • Versatile audio monitoring • Instant
recording • Timer recordings • Versatile
fluorescent display • Still picture and shuttle
search • Memory stop • Auto backspace
recording • Picture sharpness control • Auto
power system • SP and EP with LP playback
capability • Auto rewind.
MSL $1498.

YAMAHA T-520 AM/FM STEREO TUNER
8 AM and 8 rM preset stations • Digital readout • Auto search tuning
• 3 Segment LED signal quality meter.

MSL $268.

$}9 9 •

$}298.

MSL is Manufacturer's Suggested
List Price and in no way indicates
that these items were sold at this
price.
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TDK SA-X 90
CASSETTE TAPE
90 minute chrome

sJ.33 ea.
SJO. case of 10
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ultra chrome

3.83 ea.
535. case of 10
5

